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A soft copy of the November Pinkun 2014 is now available for downloading on www.hkcc.org
If Members do not wish to receive a hard copy of The Pinkun, please notify us by clicking on hkcc@hkcc.org

General Information

Clubhouse Opening Hours: 0630 to midnight
Monday to Friday 1830 to midnight
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
1200 to 1530 1830 to midnight
The last food orders are
1445 (Lunch) 2200 (Dinner)
Reservations : 3511 8618
email: longroom@hkcc.org
Early Bird Dim Sum:
Sunday 1030 to 1145
Lunch:
Monday to Saturday
1200 to 1500 (The last order is 1415)
Sunday & Public Holiday
1200 to 1330 (The last order is 1315)
1345 to 1530 (The last order is 1445)
Dinner: Daily 1800 to midnight
(The last order is 2230)
Reservations: 3511 8638
email: willowroom@hkcc.org
Daily 0730 to 2200
The last food order is 2130
Breakfast Menu 0730 to 1100
à la Carte from 1100 onwards
Breakfast Buffet on
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0730 to 1030
email: spinners@hkcc.org
Monday to Friday
1600 to 2300
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0830 to 2300
The last food order is 2230
email: sportsmanbar@hkcc.org

Swimming Pool Complex

Daily 0700 to 2100

Squash Courts Complex

Daily 0730 to 2230

Sports Changing Rooms

Daily 0700 to 2300

SPORTS ANNEXE BUILDING
2nd Floor:
Sports Desk

Daily 0730 to 2300
Enquiry: 3511 8698

Gymnasium

Daily 0630 to 2200

Children’s Playroom

Daily 0900 to 2100

Golf Simulator

Daily 0900 to 2200

Snooker

Daily 1100 to 2300

Ten Pin Bowling Alley

Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 		
Sunday, Public Holiday 1000 to 2200
Monday & Wednesday 1400 to 2200

Video & DVD Library

Weekday 1300 to 2000
Saturday, Sunday 1100 to 1900
Public Holiday 1200 to 1800

3rd Floor:
Cricket Centre

Daily 0830 to 2230

Sports Hall

Daily 0830 to 2230

Roof Top:
SAB Tennis Courts

Daily 0700 to 2300

HKCC SPORTS SHOP

Open every day
Monday to Friday 1000 to 2000
Saturday and Sunday 0800 to 2030
Enquiry: 3511 8631
email: thesportshop@hkcc.org

Monday to Thursday
1130 to midnight
Friday & Saturday
& Day Before Public Holiday
1130 to 0100
Sunday & Public Holiday
0900 to midnight
The last food order is 2230
Monday to Thursday 1000 to 2100
The last food order is 2030
Friday 1000 to 2200
The last food order is 2130
Saturday 0830 to 2200
The last food order is 2130
Sunday & Public Holiday 0830 to 2100
The last food order is 2030
email: poolcafe@hkcc.org
Pantone Process Cyan C

Pantone 274C
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Annexe Bar
Monday to Friday 0930 to 2100
The last food order is 2030
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0830 to 0930 Beverage Service only
0830 to 2300
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Pantone 187C

85% Pantone Process Black C

B4 Prince’s Building,
10 Chater Road,
Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2810 6988
Fax: (852) 2810 6877
Email: dotcod@hkcc.org
Website: www.dotcod.com
Opening Hours:
0730-Midnight • Mon-Sat

From the Chair
Dear Members,
This is my favourite time of the year, as the weather
cools and provides the most pleasant conditions for
enjoying food and beverage, playing and watching sport
and socializing with friends at the Club.
I am delighted to report that we recently hosted The
Marylebone Cricket Club (MCC) Women as part of
their first ever tour to the Far East. The MCC team
was captained by our own former England A and
Hong Kong cricketer, Natasha Miles, and managed by
HKCC Patron, former England Captain and Immediate
Past MCC President, Mike Gatting. The first Woman
Wisden Cricketer of the year, Claire Taylor, and other
experienced players also participated in a triangular
series of matches with the China National team, HKCC
and HKCA women. This occasion was a wonderful
testament to the rapid growth of the Women’s game in
this part of the world which has been led over the last
decade through the strong support of HKCC Members.
My Congratulations to all those involved as we continue
to grow the game of Cricket in China and Asia.
On the overall sporting front, our Men’s Premier Cricket
team has won the first trophy of the season with the
T20 title, as did our U19’s . The Club is enjoying a strong
start in all our sports at all levels. Our Rugby guys are
continuing their good form with an unbeaten run, the
Ladies too in their first season of 15’s. Men’s Hockey
are enjoying finding their feet in their first premier
season and the Men Lawn Bowlers "A" team have been
promoted to Second Division. With the main sporting
season now in full swing, we look forward to being able
to enjoy a feast of sporting activity over the next few
months. Good Luck to those on the field and to those
not playing, Please support our guys and girls and enjoy
the high standard of sport.

On the Clubhouse, Phase One of the Master Plan is now
in detailed design stage with the Club’s Architects, WDA
and their team of consultants. Ground investigation
works are expected to commence in mid-November
and may cause some minor disruption to small areas of
the Ground. It is hoped that designs and building work
submissions to the various Government Departments
will have been submitted and approved by the New Year.
This will allow adequate time to tender the construction
works and mobilize contractors with an anticipated
commencement of works in late March 2015. The
project is expected to take 12 months. Artist impressions
and ‘story’ boards will be placed in Reception closer
to the end of the year and we will keep you posted on
progress.
Another area of focus is the ongoing development of our
community sporting programmes where we continue
to drive links with sporting associations, schools and
community groups, as we develop and promote Cricket
and other sports in Hong Kong.
Enjoy the cooler months ahead as yet another year has
flown by and we fast approach the festive season.
I look forward to seeing you at the Club soon.

Gavin Erasmus
Chairman

November The Pinkun
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Vale Andy Phillips

After his promotion to Chief Inspector in 2006, most of
this work was in frontline posts in Kowloon before taking
over as Chief Inspector in charge of investigating crime
in Eastern District.
As well as being a dedicated Police Officer, Andy
continued with his sporting interests.
A very keen squash player, Andy represented the Force
at the World Police and Fire Games in Australia and
Sweden.
An International Grade Squash referee, Andy refereed
on numerous occasions for the world’s best players at
the Hong Kong Squash Open Championships.
He was eventually recognized for his outstanding
contribution to Squash by being awarded coveted Force
Colours in 2008.

Andy Phillips was born in 1964 in Nottingham, UK.
He was a very bright, talented student and accomplished
athlete in numerous sports including squash, badminton
and athletics. However, it was in Table Tennis where he
really excelled, competing in the British Open several
times.
After finishing his schooling, and turning down an
opportunity to become a professional Table Tennis
player, Andy studied for a degree in Science at Leeds
University, graduating in 1986.
In September 1987, Andy arrived in Hong Kong as a
Probationary Inspector with the Royal Hong Kong Police.
After graduating from the Police Training School, Andy
enjoyed a distinguished and varied career in a broad
spectrum of postings. His early days were based in
Hong Kong Island, including a deployment with the
Police Tactical unit; in Marine Region as the Officerin-Charge of Lamma Island; in Support Wing at Police
Headquarters and many years in policy related Units,
including the Organised Crime and Triad Bureau.
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In 1996, Andy joined the Hong Kong Cricket Club as a
Squash sporting member alongside Paul Keylock and
myself. Andy immediately got involved in the affairs of
the Club, confident that he could make a difference.
By 1997, Andy was captaining his own team and in
2003 joined the HKCC General Committee as Squash
Convenor.
During his 8 years on General Committee, one of
the longest serving Sporting Convenors in the Club’s
modern history, he brought the section back from the
doldrums to one of the major sporting sections of the
Club, running, at one stage, 18 different teams over 15
leagues.
He was instrumental in having the Squash Centre rebuilt,
putting in 4 new glass-back courts, the best flooring
available and making it, one of the best Squash Centre
Courts.
Andy also helped drive the Elite Junior Sports
Programme which welcomed to the Club talented young
sports people to use the Club facilities as Members but
free of charge to develop their Squash skills where,
otherwise, they would not have had the opportunity.
This programme has since been embraced by all other
sporting sections in the Club.

Stepping down from the General Committee in 2011,
Andy remained on the Food & Beverage Sub Committee,
eventually stepping down, having completed 4 years
during a huge F&B transitional period.
Andy eventually stood down from all Club obligations in
2012, and I know that many Members past and present
hold a huge debt of gratitude to him for his contribution
to the Club.
Andy had a particular affinity with the Club Staff.
To those who knew Andy, this would not come as a
surprise. He would make great efforts to get to know
those who he worked with, would rarely forget a name
and always had a smile or an amusing quip. Repeatedly
supportive, he used his Cantonese skills to great effect,
making the staff laugh out loud wherever he was in the
Club, regardless of how inappropriate it may have been
at the time.
So well respected was Andy by fellow Members and
staff, that on hearing of his passing, Club Colours were
flown at half mast, a minute’s silence was observed
and, at the insistence of the Cricketers, black armbands
were worn at the next Premier League match, a mark of
respect normally reserved for Cricketers.
Andy was a wonderfully simple, yet also a complex
character. To some his almost unplayable sarcasm, his
tough, no nonsense, no-compromise character was
sometimes too difficult to deal with.

In terms of the Andy Phillips ‘experience’, I am a relative
tyro! I only knew him for 5 years and for 3 of those I
have been Squash Convenor - taking over a section that
Andy shaped and worked tirelessly to develop into one of
the most active and participative sections of HKCC.
We became good friends - I understood his quirky style
and he tolerated my squash! He gave his time to me
generously (as with so many of us) and helped in the
transition to Club officialdom.
I will miss our lunchtime squash hits, I will miss the
cheeky grin and occasional ageist remarks (he liked to
call me ‘pops’). Above all, as a squash group, we have
lost a dedicated member and friend.
We will miss him.
Steve Ellis

But for those who took the time to see through this very
thin veneer, would soon see the infamous ‘Andy scowl’
turn to his cheeky grin, that cutting sarcasm turn to a
capacity to find fun and laughter in everything, including
himself, and would have found one of the funniest, most
sensitive, caring, reliable and trustworthy people I have
ever had the good fortune to know.
I am indeed all the better for having known Andy as a
sporting adversary, confidant and above all, a most dear
friend.
So Andy, loving husband, loving and proud father, friend
to many, wherever you are, I bid you farewell and may
you rest in peace for an eternity.
Kieran Hale
November The Pinkun
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THE SPORTS SHOP

GEAR UP FOR WINTER
Cricket, Hockey, Rugby and other sportswear

November Special Offer

Selected ASICS Cricket Shoes at Discounted Price $750.

November 2014

A

s we head towards the Christmas season (and
2015!), the Club remains a hive of social activity,
events, fun, leisure, exercise and sport. HKCC’s
Special Events Festive Programme was enclosed with
the October issue of The Pinkun. However, additional
copies are available throughout the Club and can be
downloaded or booked on-line from the HKCC website at
http://www.hkcc.org

The Club’s Food & Beverage sales are again exceeding
budget and prior years. We thank Members for their
continued patronage and support. Our Main Kitchen
experiences incredible demand between 5.00 p.m. and
7.00 p.m. on Sundays, with a meal being produced every
20 seconds by some twenty Chefs. Takeaway orders place
a strain on operations and Members should not consume
food on the Ground.

A reinvigorated New Year’s Eve Party will be held, so
please be sure to book early.

Car parking remains a frustration on busy days, for
Members and guests. Some Members may not be aware
that the Multi-Storey Car Park is in fact a Public Car Park,
operated by the Club, on behalf of the Government.
I would ask Members to follow instructions of the
staff who are tasked with a sometimes difficult role.
Alternative parking is available at Park Place (just behind
the Petrol Station) and also at the Tennis Centre.

The Cricket season has begun in earnest. With four
full-time Cricket coaches now on board, teams are
receiving an unparalleled level of support, coaching and
training. Pleasingly, this has delivered some excellent
performances on the field with our T20 team being
awarded the Championship. Thank you to Members for
coming along to watch and cheer on the players. Please
be aware that when Cricket matches are in progress,
there is a very real risk of ‘flying cricket balls’ - particularly
to young ones.
Rugby, Hockey, Netball, Squash, Tennis teams are into the
playing seasons, while Lawn Bowls is through finals time.
You may be interested to know that on any given week,
980 Members represent HKCC! This is not counting 400
junior ‘Gappers’ Cricketers, 200 junior Rugby at Sandy
Bay, 150 junior Netballers, 100 junior Hockey and 20
junior Squash.

In closing, I again thank Members for their continued
support and patronage of the Club. I look forward to
seeing you soon at The Gap - The Hong Kong Cricket Club
– the oldest Cricket Club in Asia.
Rick Coate
General Manager
richardcoate@hkcc.org

November The Pinkun
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General Information

Membership News
October
Senior Ordinary Member
Martin Wong

Resignation
N.E. Wheatley

REMINDER TO MEMBERS

New Nominee Members
L.E. Aagaard
T. Carlone
L. Gannon
Mrs. J. Henkel
N.F.D. Ledger
Felix K.F. Lau
M. Kemper
D.E.E. Mocatta
D. Mathur
T. Wilson
A. York

Resignations – Nominee
T.C. Chew
G.R. Lambert
S.D. Miller-Bourke
R.C. Parnell
A. Raghavan
P.H.R. Samtani
Ms. Kelly Wei

At times, our kitchens and dining outlets are operating
under immense pressure and beyond their capacity,
particularly on weekends between 11:00 a.m. and
1:00 p.m., and between 4:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.

New Subscriber Members
M.H.C. Footman
Fiona Lee
New Sporting Members
A.P. Buntin
J.I. Robinson
I.K. Poole
Mrs. K.L. Pallett
P. Sharma
S. Tohill
Mrs. S.L. Young
New Junior Sporting
Members
Mrs. J. Broughton
F.P.D. Barber
M.P. Goldstein
C. Johnstone
C.E. McInerney
Shirley Yuen
Returned
M. Lejman
Departure
J.M. Holgate
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Temporary Return
M.J. Byrne
D. Beaumont
R.B. Bousfield
R. Broadfoot
J. Bucks
G. Beckett
S.J. Caley
P. Collier
Mrs. A. Davidson
Mrs. H. Donovan
J. East
C. Franchina
Mrs. S.Y. Gill
D. Galperti
E. Goates
Ms. S. Greig
Mrs. R. Hislop
Mrs. A. Harnett
Ms. J. Homer
D. Jones
H. Kach
Jennifer Lam
Ms. W.H. Lui
G.A. McStravick
P.N. Macoun
A.C. Morris
J. Powell
M.A. Stinchcombe
S. Safe
T. Spratt

FOOD & BEVERAGE UPDATE

The management and staff are working on this
challenge and looking for ways to increase capacity
without compromising our commitment to provide a
high quality service to you.
Therefore, we ask for your help and co-operation
during these high peak times when Takeaway Orders
will have to take a back seat to In-House Orders. The
former may be suspended for a time if the volume of
orders becomes too many for the kitchen to cope.
Takeaway Orders are exactly that and should not be
consumed on Club premises.
We would also kindly request that Members consume
their meal in the F&B Outlet where the order was
placed.
Thank you for your patience, understanding and
support on these matters.

General Information

ACTIVITIES

Multi-Purpose Room
Timetable - November 2014

Check www.hkcc.org for more details on Activities

Adult
Aerobics			

Dori Dainton

2895-6453 or 9462-0352

Aerobic Kickboxing		

Karen Plowman

9644-4560

Bums, Legs & Tums		

Sandy Dodd

6334-5318

Group Fitness Classes		

Recreation Dept.

3511-8699

Pilates			

Jun Mabaquiano

9400-7523

Scottish Country Dancing		

Joseph Schembri

9378-5380

Spin Class		

Davinia Ng

9151-1641

Southern School of Dance		

Marion Knight

2872-6917

Tai Chi and Qi Gong		

Cathy Ho

call Recreation Dept.
			

3511-8698

Junior
Cricket
The Gappers 		

Call Recreation Dept.

3511-8698

The Ramblers (U14-U17)		

Call Recreation Dept.

3511-8698

Gecko Yoga		

info@geckoyoga.com

6757-3152

Multi Sport		

admin@multi-sport.com.hk

2540-1257

Southern School of Dance		

Marion Knight

2872-6917

Ten Pin Bowling
Sports Desk			

3511-8698

New programmes in the Multi-Purpose Room
Babies, Kids, Adult Hatha Yoga
Dance to Health and Beauty

Davinia Ng’s Ironman experience. See page 67
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MONDAY
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1130
1145 - 1400
1415 - 1845
1900 - 2200

Bums, Legs & Tums
Pilates with Jun
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Scottish Country Dancing

TUESDAY
0700 - 0745
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1200
1300 - 1445
1500 - 1745
1800 - 1900
1930 - 2030
2030 - 2230

Spin Class
Cardio Kick Fit
Tai Chi & Qi Gong Workshop
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Bums, Legs & Tums
Netball
Table-Tennis

WEDNESDAY
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1130
1200 - 1430
1545 - 2015
2030 - 2200

Bums, Legs & Tums
Pilates with Jun
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Dance for Health and Beauty

THURSDAY
0700 - 0745
0915 - 1015
1045 - 1415
1430 - 1730
1800 - 1900
2000 - 2230

Spin Class
Whole Body Circuit
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Bums, Legs & Tums
Table-Tennis (Team Practice)

FRIDAY
0800 - 0845 Spin Class
0915 - 1015 Body Sculpt with Dori
0915 - 1015 ** Baby Yoga
(in Children's Playroom**)
1030 - 1115 Kids Yoga
1130 - 1230 Adult Hatha Yoga (1)
1245 - 1345 Adult Hatha Yoga (2)
1500 - 1945 Ballet / Dance
2000 - 2230 Table-Tennis
SATURDAY
0900 - 1545
1600 - 1745
1800 - 2230

Multi-Sport Gymnastics
Jazz Funk / Hip-Hop Dance
Table-Tennis

SUNDAY
0900 - 2230

Table-Tennis

General Information
Club Sports Contacts
CRICKET
Captain of Cricket
Paul Watkins		
9278 1066
email: pjwatkins@gmail.com

HKCC Sports Coaches
For all enquiries, please call Sports Desk, 3511 8698 email: recreation@hkcc.org

Cricket

WOMEN’S CRICKET
Convenor
Anita Miles		
9155 7300
email: anitamiles@strawberrynet.com

Simon Cook

ECB Level 4 Coach
Phone: 9224 4497

Clare Crewdson

Cricket Australia Level 1 Coach
Phone: 5507 9220
email: clarecrewdson@hkcc.org

HOCKEY
Convenor
Matthew Deayton
9612 8444
email: matt8889@gmail.com

Scott McKechnie

ECB Level 2 Coach
Phone: 6375 7805

email: mckechniescott@hkcc.org

Nizakat Khan

ACC Level 2 Coach
Phone: 6433 9702

email: khannizakat@hkcc.org

LAWN BOWLS
Convenor
Glyn Davies
2803 6189(o) 9330 1948(m)
email: davglyn@gmail.com
Ladies Captain
Teresa Yung 		
9133 7630
email: yungpikyiu@gmail.com

Adam Dobb

ECB Level 2 Coach
Phone: 9703 7556

email: dobbadam@hkcc.org

NETBALL
Convenor
Krystle Edwards
email: netballconvenor@hkcc.org
RUGBY
Convenor
Graeme Pyott
email: rugby.chairman@hkcc.org
Club Captain
9864 7645
Ben Garland		
email: rugby.captain@hkcc.org

Golf
Adrian Waters

Amin Ashraf

Personal Trainer
Phone: 6406 0872

Ben Simpson

Bachelor’s Degree in Sport and Exercise
with Honours in Exercise Physiology
Phone: 9274 1230
email: bensimpson@hkcc.org

Davinia Ng

TRX Suspension Training Certificate
Agatsu Kettlebells Instructor Certificate Level 1
The Personal Training Academy Global Certificate (PTA Global)
Phone: 9151 1641
email: daviniang@hkcc.org
Hong Kong Triathlon Coach Certificate Level 1

TENNIS
Convenor
Debbie See
email: tennis@hkcc.org

Deacon Manu

TEN PIN BOWLING
Convenor
Tony Ku
email: tonyykku@gmail.com
Captain
Nicholas Brown

email: aminashraf@hkcc.org

Hockey
Genevieve Frank

TABLE TENNIS
Simon Chan
email: chan.simon@dorsey.com

Member of the Professional Golfers Association
Golf Clinics and Junior Programme
Phone: 3511-8699
email: golf@hkcc.org

Gym & Fitness

SQUASH
Convenor
9260 8289
Steve Ellis		
email: steveellis@netvigator.com

GOLF
Mark Winstanley
9193 5246
email: winstanleyma@gmail.com

email: simoncook@hkcc.org

Level 1 Coach
Phone: 5169 6835

email: genfrank@hkcc.org

Rugby
Head Coach
IRB Rugby Coaching Certificate Level 3
Phone: 5697 7354Andrew email: deaconmanu@hkcc.org

Squash
Dick Lau

Head Coach
Phone: 9010 6770

email: squash@hkcc.org

Swimming
Chris Funnell

ASA Full (Level 2) Swimming Teacher
Phone: 2540 1257
email: admin@multi-sport.com.hk

Tennis
Jason Lijewski

Senior Tennis Professional
Phone: 9653 2782
email: jasonlijewski@hkcc.org

J.P. Jorge

Senior Tennis Professional
Phone: 5339 1009

email: jpgeorge@hkcc.org

Yuliya Ustyuzhanina Senior Tennis Professional
Phone: 9152 7317

email: yuliya@hkcc.org

November The Pinkun
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General Information

HKCC ………linking with the community
Sports Development Manager, Mark Wright,
reports…
HKCC has continued its work within the local community
by running introductory Rugby sessions for the students
at Hok Shan School. Lawton Yau (HKCC S&R) has devised
and implemented the programme for 20-25 students
on a weekly basis with sessions being taught both at
HSS and HKCC. Rugby has not previously been taught at

the school and Lawton has put together a programme
that has offered a host of children the chance to play
a sport which is continuing to gain in popularity across
Hong Kong. Lawton has showed a great deal of passion
and empathy in working with the students and we are
delighted with the way that the
sessions are being received. HKCC will
continue to work with 2 different sets
of students at HSS between September
and December 2014.
Simon Cook has begun his role with
the Hong Kong Cricket Association
as the HKCA ‘High Performance
Bowling Coach”. Simon will work
on a weekly basis with a number
of leading bowlers involved in the
various HKCA National squads. Simon’s
experience and quality as a coach is a
great resource for the Association to
have access to and we, as a Club, fully
support the work that he is putting into
both HKCC and the HKCA.
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Numbers in attendance through our various Junior
sporting programmes (Gappers, Nettas, Junior Hockey,
Sandy Bay Rugby, Junior Tennis Programme, Junior
Squash and Junior Lawn Bowls) has seen an increase
across the board in all sports. We are delighted to
welcome new participants to the sports and also would
like to thank all those parents/volunteers who give up
their time to ensure that our programmes are running to
the quality that we strive for.
We will be continuing to work with Hok Shan School
(Cricket, Rugby and Hockey) and PLK (Hockey, Cricket
and Table Tennis) over the next few months. We will
also continue to connect with other schools in the local
area across a wide range of sports that we currently
offer within the Club through our host of professional
Coaches.

General Information

O

ver the last few months, HKCC Hockey has been
working closely with DB Pirates Hockey to get
their programme off the ground. They have
only this season introduced Hockey into their profile
of sports and are eager to get the best advice and
assistance out there.
This is a great venture for HKCC and DB Pirates as we get
to implement some further good structures in the Hong
Kong Hockey community.
We have run 2 Coach-the-Coach courses with those
volunteers who have put their hands up to coach, and
we have held some practical sessions to further improve
their knowledge and skills.

We have also been working with HKIS and running their
Senior girls’ teams. Here we train once a week and have
matches once, sometimes, twice a week.
It’s great to see the eagerness and skills of these girls
and gives us a wonderful springboard. We hope to
groom these young ladies and get them involved in
Hockey at HKCC.
We are excited to be working on both these community
projects and look forward to what the rest of the season
has to offer!
Gen Frank

This has all proven very valuable in terms of getting
HKCC working more with the community and having a
good association with the Club and sport.
Through working with DB Pirates, we have also been
requested to run these same coaching and drills sessions
with the teachers at DBIS. I believe this is the right step
that Hockey is taking in Hong Kong and we can all start
working towards the same goal - getting the standard of
Hockey higher within the community and receiving more
competition. This will ultimately end up giving us players
great sportsmanship and top class skills.

1st Floor, Parker House, 72 Queen’s Road C.
Tel. 2522 7856, 2522 7944

November The Pinkun
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Reciprocal Clubs
HKCC Reciprocal Clubs, Overseas

IAC Reciprocal Clubs

Australia

AFRICA

Canberra Club Ltd.
Melbourne Cricket Club
Queensland Cricketers Club
Royal Automobile Club of Australia — Sydney*
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV) Ltd.*
Royal Kings Park Tennis Club
Tattersalls Club, Sydney
NSW Sports Club, Sydney
Western Australian Cricket Association
The Kooyong Lawn Tennis Club, Melbourne

Canada

The National Club - Toronto, Ontario
Toronto Cricket Skating & Curling Club

China
England

Beijing Riviera Country Club*

India

Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia

Marylebone Cricket Club
Stoke Park Club*
The East India Club*
The Lansdowne Club*
The Naval & Military Club (The In & Out Club)*
The Royal Over-Seas League*
The St. James’s Club*
Lindrick Golf Club, Nottingham
Best Club, Bangalore*
Bombay Gymkhana
Ibiza- The Club, Calcutta*
India Tennis Centre*
Princeton Club, Calcutta
The Cricket Club of India, Mumbai*
Umed Club, Jodhpur*		
International Sports Club of Indonesia, Jakarta
The Yokohama Country & Athletic Club
Penang Club
The Kinabalu Club, Sabah
The Raintree, Kuala Lumpur
The Royal Selangor Club, Kuala Lumpur

Philippines

Manila Club Inc.
Nomads Sports Club, Manila

Scotland

The Royal Over-Seas League, Edinburgh*
The Royal Scots Club, Edinburgh*
The Western Club, Glasgow*

Singapore

Singapore Cricket Club
The British Club

South Africa Kelvin Grove, Cape Town
Thailand

USA

Kenya

Bahrain
UAE

Manama
Dubai

Capital Club
Capital Club

Beijing
Beijing
Hangzhou
Nanjing
Qingdao
Shanghai
Xiamen
Medan
Seoul
Kuala Lumpur
Manila
Bangkok
Phuket

Chang An Club
Summit Club
West Lake Meilu Club
The Heritage Club
The Peninsula Club
Shanghai Racquet Club
The International Club
The City Hall Club
Seoul City Club
Bankers Club
Tower Club
Cascade Club & Spa
Royal Phuket Marina Health Club

ASIA
China

Indonesia
Korea
Malaysia
Philippines
Thailand

EUROPE
Denmark
Germany

Copenhagen
Berlin
Berlin
		
Berlin
Beuerberg
Bremen
Cologne
Duesseldorf
Neuberg an der Donau
Hamburg
Leipzig
Orsingen Nenzingen
Stuttgart
Poland
Czestochowa
Warsaw
Romania
Slanic Moldova
Spain
Barcelona
U.K.
London
Welwyn, Herts

U.S.A.		

Chiangmai Gymkhana Club
R.B.S.C. Polo Club, Bangkok
Royal Bangkok Sports Club
The British Club, Bangkok

Georgia

University Club of Chicago

Shanghai Cricket Club
Bickley Park Cricket Club, Bromley,
Kent, England
Stragglers of Asia, England
The Crusaders, Melbourne, Australia
"The Willows", Christchurch, New Zealand
The Pinkun November 2014

Capital Club East Africa

ARABIAN PENINSULA

Western Province Cricket Club (New)

Affiliate Member Clubs:
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Nairobi

Atlanta

		

IS Club
Berlin Capital Club
Berliner Golf & Country Club
Motzener See
Golfpark Schloss Wilkendorf
Golfclub Beuerberg e.V.
Havanna Lounge Bremen
Rotonda Business Club
Wirtschaftsclub Duesseldorf
Wittelsbacher Golfclub & Hotel
Golfanlage Green Eagle e.V.
Club International e.V.
Golf Club Schloss Langenstein
Business Club Schloss Solitude
Rosa Private Golf Club
Klub Polskiej Rady Biznesu
Vila Siam Boutique Hotel & Club
Barcelona International
London Capital Club
Brocket Golf Club

Cuscowilla Golf Resort on Lake 		
Oconee

* Accommodation Facilities Available
• Signing In
• Method of Payment  
• Maximum Length of Stay  	
• Restrictions
This information may be obtained from HKCC Membership
Secretary, Clara Hung, on 3511-8616
Please note that Introduction Cards must be collected from
the Club’s General Office prior to your visit to these Overseas
Reciprocal Clubs

Australia’s first bank,
here in Asia.
Whether you’re investing in Australian or New Zealand property, or just need a
trusted banking partner in Asia and Australasia, Westpac can help.

An invitation for
Hong Kong Cricket Club members
Join us for a cocktail reception on Thursday 13 November where you’ll
meet an expert who will give an overview of trends and opportunities.
Register your interest at asiaevents@westpac.com.au by 10 November.
Westpac Banking Corporation ABN 33 007 457 141 AFSL 233713. Westpac Singapore Branch holds a wholesale banking
licence and is subject to supervision by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Westpac Hong Kong Branch holds a banking
licence and is subject to supervision by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority. Westpac Hong Kong branch also holds a
licence issued by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) for Type 1 and Type 4 regulated activity.
DW_WBC613A1_AA

Cricket

Welcome Cocktail Party for visiting Women Cricketers from
Marylebone Cricket Club and China National Team –
Monday 20th October
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MCC Women’s Tour of Hong Kong with China National Team
Monday 20th October to Saturday 25th October
by Clare Crewdson

O

n 11th October, an MCC
touring party of 14 Ladies
a n d o n e M i ke G a t t i n g
departed on a Tour of the Far East
that would take them through China
and end up in Hong Kong. Before
arriving in Hong Kong, the MCC
Women’s touring party made their
way through China on a mission
to champion the development of
cricket within the vast country.
Their aim was to lay a foundation
from which cricket in China could grow in schools and
universities across the country. There were many events
that were of great significance to the development
of the game in the region, one being the signing of
an agreement between China Cricket Association, all
Dulwich Colleges and the Yang Foundation regarding
the promotion of cricket in Beijing. The girls’ first game
was in Shenyang, a sporting university in a city with a
population of 8 million people! The MCC ladies also
played the inaugural game of cricket at Wellington
College in Shanghai. It is hoped that this match will be
the first of many played at the College, with the new
pitch now a base for the Shanghai Cricket Club. In both
Shanghai and Beijing the tourists were guests at the
British Embassy, where further seeds were sown in
regard to new grounds, coaching and support of Chinese
youngsters, along with potential funding of the sport
within the region. In what was also a first, the MCC girls
took a cricket kit along the Great Wall of China, with
the first ever game of ‘Backyard Cricket’ played along
this iconic wonder of the world. They were also lucky
enough to see Tiananmen Square and the Forbidden
City all in one day. With the Ladies doing a fantastic job
of coaching in local schools and universities along the
way, an impression of the game was left on numerous
children who, it is hoped, will be the future of the game
within China.
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COCKTAIL RECEPTION:
After winding their way through China for those 10
days the MCC and their Manager, Mike Gatting, finally
arrived in Hong Kong showing the effects of a busy
schedule, yet excited to get the second leg of their trip
underway. The touring party would be competing in a
number of fixtures over the week against teams from
HKCC, the Hong Kong National Side and China, who had
also descended on Hong Kong. With the afternoon off
to laze by the rooftop pool at the Harbour Grand Hotel,
the MCC girls were soon settling in to Hong Kong nicely.
Their first taste of the Hong Kong Cricket Club, where
they would be spending the majority of the week, was
at the Cocktail Reception hosted by the Chairman, Gavin
Erasmus. Upon arrival the girls were given a tour of the
Club by the MCC captain, Hong Kong’s own Natasha
Miles. It would suffice to say that they were impressed,
with one player heard to say ‘this is the most incredible
place I’ve ever been to’. The Reception saw an amazing
spread of food and the joy on the MCC ladies' faces
at the sight of roast beef was hard to hide. It made a
welcome change from the jellyfish and eel they had
been served the previous night in Shanghai. After “one
for the road” in Chater Tavern, the MCC were off to rest
up before their first match at The Gap the following day.

Cricket
Game 1
HKCC v MCC
Tuesday 21st October

imparted on these girls from those with so much cricket
experience will prove invaluable to these budding young
cricketers from a rapidly developing cricketing region.

Arriving at HKCC early on Tuesday morning, it was
evident it was going to be a hot one. With the arrival of
the tour photographer, Gianluca Lamplough, the formal
and sweaty team photographs were taken in front of the
white wall, where many a team photo has been taken
over the past 40 years. With the toss won by the MCC,
they elected to bat first. Opening the bowling for HKCC
from the Mountain end was a charging Mariko Hill,
who often beat the bat and rushed the MCC openers
with her impressive pace. The HKCC girls were very
imposing in the field, with multiple direct hits creating
many chances. Unfortunately, HKCC were unable to
get an early breakthrough, despite some very tight
bowling. MCC opener Evelyn Jones managed to get
through the tough first stages of the innings to make
a superb century, finally closing her innings on 117. A
combination of the heat and the early effort with the
ball saw Mariko cramp and struggle through her final
overs. Some cheeky batting from another Hong Kong
local in the MCC touring party, Elysa Hubbard in the
death overs, brought the MCC’s total to 223.

It would not be amiss
to say that the day was
a t o ta l s u c c e s s . T h e
privilege of being able
to play against such a
quality opposition from
such a prestigious club
on the great ground that
is the Hong Kong Cricket
Club was definitely
not lost on the girls from HKCC. They soaked up every
opportunity out in the middle and played the game in a
manner that they should be very proud of.

With a fantastic lunch served in the Long Room in their
stomachs, HKCC’s opening batters headed out to try
and chase down the total. The openers, Natural Yip and
Emma Lai, got off to a good start but unfortunately the
loss of the first wicket triggered a collapse that saw 4
wickets fall for 7 runs. Some very impressive bowling
from MCC’s opener, Jasmine Titmuss, resulted in figures
of 4-21 from her overs. Despite the early setback, HKCC’s
lower order put up a strong fight, with hard fought
partnership of 76 for the 9th wicket between Ruchitha
Venkatesh and Sara Young taking HKCC’s total up to 140.
Special mention must go to Sara Young, who scored a
gutsy 56 batting at number 10. In the end, HKCC fell
short of their target, beaten by a very impressive MCC
side.
Unsurprisingly, the Player of the Match award went to
the centurion, Evelyn Jones, for her measured innings.
With a few words of thanks from HKCC’s captain, Ishitaa
Gidwani, the HKCC plaque was handed over to the
MCC captain, Natasha Miles. To commemorate what
we all hope will be the start of a long list of fixtures
between these two great Clubs, a trophy was created
to be presented to the winner. It was only fitting that
presenting the trophy to Natasha was her mother Anita,
who has been one of the key forces behind the growth
of women’s cricket in Hong Kong.
After relaxing in some of the facilities on offer at the
Club, both teams headed into the Willow Room for
some much anticipated Peking Duck. Here they were
also joined by the China National Women’s team. In
amongst all the food was plenty of chatter about cricket
between members of all three squads. It was a fantastic
sight to see women cricketers from Asia discussing
cricket with greats of the game such as Claire Taylor
and Bev Nicholson. Even the small amount of wisdom

Game 2
Hong Kong v MCC
Wednesday 22nd October
The MCC returned to The Gap the following day, but
this time to compete against the Hong Kong National
Women’s side in heat that rivalled that of the day before.
Winning the toss and batting first, the MCC did not get
off to the greatest of starts with a wicket falling second
ball. They did not let that phase them though, with the
second wicket stand lasting all of 190 runs. Once again
a century was scored but, this time, it was the turn of
England Women’s veteran, Claire Taylor. The chanceless
innings was one that was observed in total awe by those
playing against her. The sheer power and style in which
she accumulated her runs was such that the Hong Kong
girls had never seen before. In support at the other end,
Nicole Richards 62 helped the MCC to a total of 239. In
response, the Hong Kong side could only manage 127,
with batters 9, 10 and 11 doing the bulk of the scoring.
The efforts of Amanda Kwok, Chan Sau Ha and Marina
Lamplough at the bottom of the order showed fight
right to the end.
Shortly following the game
was an event that puts a smile
on all HKCC Members’ faces,
Chef Simon cooking! Chef
skillfully whipped up two
enormous Paellas that were
gone in the blink of an eye,
leaving some very satisfied
players ready to head out on
their evening ’s adventure.
Being picked up by a bus, the
MCC girls where taken down
the hill to the infamous Happy Valley Racecourse for
what was set to be an evening to remember, or not for
some. There were some early winners amongst the girls
but fortunes soon turned sour with a heavy downpour
making picking a winner all the more challenging.
Despite the deluge, spirits were still high and an evening
in Wanchai ensued.

>>>>>>>
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Junk Trip
Thursday 23rd October
It would not be a trip to Hong Kong without a cruise
around the Harbour. After a well deserved day off, the
MCC, China and HKCC boarded the junk at Aberdeen
and headed towards Lamma for a feast of seafood. With
many a sore head amongst the touring party, the trip to
Lamma was quite relaxed, with music being provided by
the talented Natasha Miles on guitar. After a banquet
of clams, lobster, squid, garoupa and prawns, the girls
were back on the boat headed for Central. The clear
night provided beautiful views of this fantastic city and
had the tourists completely captivated. Surviving a few
sketchy moments while in the wake of some rather large
cargo ships, the girls were soon on dry land and headed
home to prepare for the following day. A special thanks
must go to George Lamplough for providing the boat for
the night and to Anita Miles for the fantastic food.
Game 3
MCC v China
Friday 24th October
With a welcome change in the weather seeing the
temperature drop for the first time all week, the MCC
came up against China in a 40 over match at HKCC.
Winning the toss, Natasha Miles went against her usual
strategy and decided to bowl first. It proved to be a great
decision with the MCC bowlers getting the job done
quickly. China did not show much resistance to a very
consistent bowling attack and were all out for 72. Rain
from the China side top scored with 21 while bowling
honours went to Rachel Bellamy with figures of 4-27.
In response MCC started strongly chasing the low total,
but stumbled with the finish line in sight. They ended
the run chase in the 19th over 4 wickets down. With
the game finishing early, the girls were free to use the
facilities but had difficulty deciding between snooker,
golf or ten pin bowling. In the end they decided on a
fiercely competitive game of ten pin bowling to fill their
afternoon.
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As it was their last night in Hong Kong before they
headed home, to say farewell, a BBQ by the pool was
arranged. Once again, Chef Simon put on an amazing
spread of food that left everyone satisfied. It was great
to see players from Hong Kong and China mingling
socially with the experienced cricketers from the UK for
the last time. Although it was to be their last night, there
was still a T20 tournament to be played, so off home the
girls went to pack and prepare.

T20 Tournament
HKCC v MCC v China
Saturday 25th October
The final day of the Tour was set to see the MCC, China
and HKCC face off against each other in a series of three
T20s throughout the day. Starting bright and early in the
morning, MCC and China were set to play each other
for the 6th and final time on this two week tour through
Asia. MCC, bowling first, managed to restrict the
Chinese to 61-5 off their 20 overs. In response the MCC
managed to knock them off with very little trouble at
all, not losing a wicket in their chase. This result meant
that MCC only had to beat HKCC in the second game to
come away with the Trophy. Coming up against HKCC,
MCC batted well, with their captain Natasha making a
well timed 61* at the Club where her love of the game
started. With 124 to win, HKCC got off to a great start
and were ahead of the run rate for a number of overs.
Some very tight bowling by Nicole Richards dried up
the runs significantly in the middle overs and caused
the run rate to jump to 10 an over. Unfortunately, HKCC
were unable to overcome the pressure bowling and fell
28 runs short of their target. The result saw a deserving
MCC side finish their tour with another trophy. The final
game of the day saw tired China and HKCC compete
against each other for second place. China batted first
and put on a very competitive 130 for their 20 overs. In
reply HKCC could only manage 63, with 16 overs of spin
proving too difficult for the girls.

Cricket
And with the completion of that T20, the MCC tour of
Hong Kong was also completed. In the 6 days that the
MCC were here they played 5 games of cricket, enjoyed
numerous dinners, events and outings and shared their
cricket knowledge with over 25 players from throughout
China and Hong Kong. It was an honour of the highest
degree for the Hong Kong Cricket Club to be able to host
such a momentous and important Tour for the growth of
women’s cricket in Hong Kong.

For this to be possible, there are a number of people
that must be thanked for all their hard work and time on
this momentous tour. Firstly to Mike Gatting, both the
MCC Manager and HKCC Patron. Touring with 14 ladies
for two weeks cannot have been easy and we thank him
for making this tour happen for the MCC. To the ground
staff at HKCC for allowing us the opportunity to play
on turf. The quality of the pitches that they were able
to produce all week was a credit to Joel and his men.

Secondly, to Chef Simon and all the kitchen staff. Every
day, all teams were provided with amazing lunches in
the Long Room and fantastic dinners including an array
of different cuisines. The girls definitely did not go
hungry. Thank you also to the Chairman, Gavin Erasmus,
and Mark Wright for all their organisation behind the
scenes to ensure that the Tour ran smoothly and that
HKCC provided the best hospitality possible to their
guests.
Finally, the biggest thank you of all must be reserved for
Mr and Mrs Miles. It should never be understated how
much Rodney and Anita do for Women’s Cricket in Hong
Kong and China. Without their support, the Tour would
not have been the success it was. Their tireless work to
grow the game in the region made this Tour possible
and I only hope they took much joy in seeing such an
historic cricket event take place. All the girls learned so
much from playing and being around such experienced
and skilful cricketers. It has opened their eyes to the
standard of Women’s Cricket around the world and,
hopefully, where their cricket is headed. To have the
MCC come to our little corner in the Far East is a
privilege, and something that will not easily be forgotten
by the girls. This Tour must have inspired them to be the
future of women’s cricket.

Presentations all round
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MCC & China Tour
Memorable moments...
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From Captain of Cricket
HKCC wins the Premier T20 League!
HKCC secured their first silverware
of the season after they defeated
I n d e p e n d e nt s by 5 w i c ket s o n
Sunday 12th October. Bowling first,
HKCC dismissed the Independents for
a sub-par score of 123. The wickets
were evenly shared with Cutler,
Nizakat, Daljeet and our new MCC
Young Cricketer Adam Dobb picking
up 2 wickets apiece. In reply, after
losing a few quick wickets, captain
Courtney Kruger steadied the ship,
steering us to victory with a well
made 40.
HKCC finished the T20 league with
3 wins from 4, level on points with
LSW, but because we defeated them
head to head, we were declared
the winner of the league. This is a
fantastic start to the season, and
combined with our dominant display
in the two day match, also against
LSW, early indications point to a
great season ahead.
League Cricket
In other league matches, as
mentioned above, the Premier
League team defeated LSW in their
first two day match. Batting first,
we declared our first innings closed
after reaching an imposing 404/9.
Scott McKechnie was the star of the
innings, destroying their attack with
157 including 22 fours and 8 sixes.
With the early declaration we got to
bowl 13 overs at them on the first
evening and it was enough for us to
break the spine of their innings, with
loan player Haseeb Amjad wrecking
their top order with 4 wickets
including a hat trick. The following
morning saw their first innings
wrapped up fairly quickly for 107
securing a massive first innings lead.
As expected, we enforced the follow
on, but LSW showed more resistance
in the second dig, importantly batting
for 82 overs while getting to 324. This
left us only two overs to chase 28
24
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for outright victory and,
unfortunately, we fell four
runs short. Still, a strong
first innings win has us
on top of the ladder with
two more matches to
play.
In the Sunday league,
Optimists are the only
t e a m t o h a v e p l ay e d
s o fa r a n d t h ey we re
resoundly defeated by LSW by 6 wickets. Debutant Henry Duddy top scored
with 39. Scorpions and Wanderers both kick off their campaigns in the last
half of October.
In the Saturday league, reigning premiers Nomads are off to a perfect start
with two bonus point victories. Toby Brown demonstrated his ability with
a powerful 109 against Saracens. Gap Ramblers are also off to a perfect
start with 2 from 2. David Varley has led from the front with a couple of
good scores, while Jhatha Subramanyan has been among the wickets.
Unfortunately, Witherers have lost their first three matches with two of
the results being heartbreakingly close. They are not far off the pace and
hopefully can turn things around for the remainder of the season.

Cricket

Farewell

Tim and Jules with CoC Paul Watkins

Jules with Darren Tucker

Finally, we said farewell to Tim McMahon and his
wife Julie Nestor who are returning to Sydney for
work. Around forty of us gathered around the pool
on Friday 10th October for a night of buffet, beers
and Sea Breeze. With TMac in control of the iPod, the
music had a distinctly Oz Rock sound, but everyone
had a great time nonetheless. We presented them
with a small HKCC plaque and adjourned to the
Chater Tavern until the wee hours. TMac and Jules
will be missed by us all.
Paul Watkins
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Club Cricket Teams
No.1 The Optimists – Sunday League

T

h e a p o c r y p h a l sto r y go e s
that the Optimists and
Scorpions were born on a hot
summer’s night in the Chater Road
Bar. The Optimists later earned the
pseudonym of ‘The Fairies’
In the sixties, many of the team
members had a penchant for wearing
bracelets and necklaces and were
described as a tiny bit twee. They
present a much cleaner image these
days.
Record:
Sunday League Champions
(previously 1st Division)
1959-60
1963-64
1971-72
1978-79/1979-80
1989-90
1994-95
1996-97
2006-07
2008-09
Sunday Cup
1976-77
*1996-97/1997-98
2004-05

Optimists 2014-2015 season – Back Row: Ahan Manglik, Will Burrows, Elliot Andrews,
Henry Duddy, Giacomo Lamplough, Jhathavedh Subramanyan.
Front Row: Tim McMahon, Michael Ashton (VC), David Jacquier ( C ),
Stephen Hawinkels, Courtney Kruger, Simon Cook.

First Division Champions 1963-64

1983

*The Double

The Double 1996-97
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Up for the Cup - 2005
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Gappers News

W

e are five weeks into the season
a n d g o i n g s t r o n g . S a t u r d ay
mornings are action-packed with
our dedicated coaches and parents taking the
children through their paces. The Under 11
league season has started and Under 13s also
about to commence.
On Saturday 18th October, the first WESTPAC
Gappers of the Month Awards for 2014-15 were
presented. The Sponsor’s representatives, Neil
Herlihy, Sue Law, Cherie Au and Madeline Olver
were on hand to present the certificates to the
happy recipients and kept them all smiling with
treats for all the children. We congratulate
the following boys and girls who have shown
consistent enthusiasm and willingness to
improve:
CUBS/PANDAS: Edwards Zolad and Shiv Cooke;
Under 8’s (8:00 a.m.): Sayujya Sanadhya,
Connor Vestey, George Eyre, Adam Yeung,
Peter Ballingal
Under 8 , Under 11 (9:00 a.m) : Aditya Swamy,
Rohan Chan, Daniel Bennie, Ryan Yeung,
Ragav Melarkode; EDWARDS group 1 : Felicity
Skrzynski
Under 11 (10:00am): Montgomery Davies,
Kyan Boddington, Rayan Engineer, Ethan Chan,
Luca Denton Richmond; EDWARDS Group 2:
Grace Thomas;
Under 13s Cooper Swann, Daniel Skrzynski,
Nicholas Spencer, Sankalp Verma
There are two more sessions before Christmas
(8th and 15th November) with the other nine
weeks being in the New Year.
We will see you in November
Gary Wines
HKCC Gappers Convenor
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Taverners v Taverners - Friday 26th September

M

essage from George
Lamplough addressed
to all Taverners:

long… extras were at 20
and Hale had almost hit
his 35.

“We will welcome in the 201415 Season by playing our most
challenging opponent – ourselves!
Strangely, the bookies cannot be
persuaded to open their books on
the outcome of this match….”

A superb delivery had
Ro d n e y b a c k i n t h e
Pavilion, making way
for the more youthful
Bettridge and at the
other end, the younger
of the Lamplough twins,
Gianluca.

And so to the game...
After a long summer of watching
grass grow, paint dry and lawn
bowls, it was time once again to slow
things down a little and welcome the
Taverners back to the Ground in the
traditional Club curtain raiser for the
season - significant, as it can only get
better.
After a false start two weeks before,
when the prospect of rain weighed
heavily on the synthetic joints and
bar-code comb overs, the sun now
shone and all excuses annulled.
Captains picked, KBH Taverners
v Junior Taverners. KBH late and
George deputised to lose the toss
(see photo of junior and George (in
Gatsby's Club blazer!).
KBH Taverners Innings:
Opening duo, Miles and Hale into
bat, no vote required. M. Smith
and S. Pitt to bowl. Miles expressed
initial concern that the early season
wicket was looking a tad green
before being reminded he was
looking at the artificial.
It was not long before Miles had the
better of Pitt scoring two magnificent
cuts through point for 8. I say not
28
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U nfo r t u n ate l y, G a p year lethargy resulted
in a less than expected 10 from the
younger G, bringing to the crease
CMac, playing his second game for
the Taverners; some people never
learn. However, when the alternative
is listening to labour pains and
contractions, sometimes it's no
wonder we need to escape to the
Club.
Into the attack the McDonald twins,
Royce and Brenton. No doubt, a
summer of surf, sea and cricket nets
would manifest itself in something
good ... not disappointed. With
CMac on 28, a rush of blood (or guilt)
saw him sky one to mid-off, a mirror
image of the previous ball which
dismissed Bettridge on 24, giving
the elder McDonald twin two fine
consecutive wickets.
Into the attack, Usman bowling rightarm-around to right-handers, and still
hoping for an LBW ... with optimism
like that, he should be marching for a
lost cause, plenty of those around!
To the crease, the elder Lamplough
twin, George. Giving up in his long
established bar code comb over
(due to noticeably less bar codes)

showed his vast experience hitting a
thoughtful, stylish and well executed
32*. A Taverners welcome to Simon
Chapman, George's mate, who, when
faced with Office or Taverners, may
choose more wisely next time.
Simon Chapman's dismissal saw to
the crease, Gatsby. Having badgered
the skipper about wanting to open
the batting, the skipper felt obliged
to move him well up the order, albeit
perhaps out of his depth and put
him at 8th. A fine 20* means further
requests are expected.
A warm Taverners welcome to Mary,
Sarah and Chan Sau Ha from the
HKCC Ladies XI, with Chan scoring a
stylish and aggressive 8*. However,
wickets from J. Cribbin, Pradeep and
Douggie soon tidied up the tail.
KBH Taverners 220/7 off 35.
NotablesK. Hale 35*
G. Lamplough 35*
B. Bettridge 28
C. Mcasey 28
R. Mc Donald 2/22

Cricket

J u n i o r, f o r a d i s p l a y o f s k i l l ,
athleticism and enthusiasm that
belied his age.
Junior Taverners' innings
Junior and elder McDonald twin,
Royce, to bat.
An excellent opening attack from
Ayesh and CMac restricted the
batting to 38 in the first 10 overs.
Ro yc e b att l e d we l l a n d h i t a n
excellent 30 before retiring to the
hutch.
A change of attack brought the first
wicket. Chan Sau Ha with more twist
and turn than a student democracy
l e a d e r m a n i p u l a t i n g t h e ra l l y
attendance numbers, wore down
Junior's resolve before skying it for a
well taken catch by Sarah.
Into the fray, Douggie, but not
for long. Another twister from

Chan, caught behind, saw Douggie
back in the changing room with
a score similar to the number of
democratically elected Hong Kong
Governors.

Notables-

To the crease, Steve Pitt and Max
Smith, and with a magnificent
partnership of 65 off few overs, the
game moved from 1/55 after 15 to
2/150 after 23, game back on, or so
Junior thought.

G.D. Lamplough 3/6
G.B. Lamplough 2/7

However, unyielding overs from
Chef and Sarah paved the way
for a glorious display of spin by
the Lamplough twins, the elder
taking a quick 3 wickets for 6 runs,
the younger taking 2 wickets for
7 runs. Even a penultimate over
from KBH resulting in 17 runs from
the returning Max Smith was not
enough, leaving Junior's Taverners
despondently short.
Junior Tav 205/9 off 35.

R. McDonald 42
M. Smith 48
Chan S.H. 2/32

Drinks taken, speeches made, mug of
the day awarded but alas, no supper;
it being Junior ’s 60th birthday
celebration that evening, bigger,
better (and free) fare was to come.
In keeping with the democratic
theme, and in the words of the
late Sir Denys Roberts... a vote was
taken of all players and, by a narrow
majority of 12-10, it gives me great
pleasure to be able to congratulate
Junior on his 60th birthday and
to Jenny for a arranging a most
magnificent party in his honour.
Roll on the season!

Kieran
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Cricket

Summer Tour

F

rom 28th June to 16th July
2014, HKCC Junior cricketers,
Giacomo Lamplough and Jhatha
Subramanyan, were fortunate to
have toured England with the Darren
Lehmann Cricket Academy. Here is
their joint report on their Tour.
1st Game v. Middlesex
Our first match was at Radlett against
the Middlesex Academy (U21s), a
strong team consisting of high quality
players, one of whom was HKCC's
very own Anshy! We batted first
posting a score of 194 in 48 overs,
which Middlesex had to chase. We
got off to a solid start in our batting
innings, but started to crumble
towards the end. Harry Fordyce top
scored with 36 and Giacomo scored
a counter-attacking 17.
In the field, we struggled to bowl in
partnerships resulting in a defeat in
only 25 overs. The only wicket to fall
was picked by Jhatha. It was a great
batting performance by Middlesex
who took our bowling attack apart.
What we took from this game was
that we can only improve. We had
to build relationships with our
team and convert them into batting
and bowling partnerships on the
field. The fact that members of the
team came from all over the world
explained the unknown strengths,
weaknesses and personalities of
our team mates. This social aspect
certainly developed from this game
and from following days and games,
specifically rest days, where we spent
quality time as a team.
2nd Game v Buckinghamshire
After a day's break, we headed to
Buckinghamshire to play our second
game of challenging cricket. A cold
and rainy morning welcomed us to
Tring Park, one of the many firstrate grounds on which we played.
Captain Harry Fordyce won the toss
and elected to bat first, on what
looked like a fast bowler's paradise.
We were put under early pressure by
the Buckinghamshire quicks as they
nipped out our 2 opening batsmen.
Ben Pengelley and Hugh Cranendonk
knuckled down during the middle
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overs and shared a partnership of
nearly 50. Ben top scored with 65. A
lower order collapse meant that we
only reached 192, a score that was
30-40 runs below par.
Our bowling started off in sublime
fashion as we got 3 of the top 4
batsmen out cheaply. Giacomo was
brought in at first change and his
line and length led to a string of
dots which increased the pressure
significantly. Jhatha was brought on
from the other end and got rid of 2
batsmen in quick succession, putting
us in a strong position. However, a
lower order fight-back from numbers
7 & 8 put Buckinghamshire back
in control, but what ’s a cricket
match without a twist? The fast
bowlers were brought back on
and took three wickets, meaning
that we only needed 1 wicket to
win. Unfortunately, the opposition
scampered through with an edge
down to third-man. Overall, it was
a very good game of cricket but
what cost our team was the fielding,
with 4 catches dropped through the
course of the match.
3rd Game v Hertfordshire
In our third match our batting stood
out when we put on 254 against
Hertfordshire. Hugh and Giacomo
both made 60s, but threw away
their wickets. In comparison to our
previous batting performances,
this game really stood out because
partnerships were created between
the top and middle order.
As we moved onto our bowling
innings, we looked to Matt Bakker
and Yashraj who opened the bowling
for the first time on tour. However,
we were not rewarded with early
wickets. The Hertfordshire side were
predominantly an older side by a
significant margin. However, we
tried to keep our energy high even
when the batsman started to hit the
ball. Their opening batsman scored
a chanceless quick 84 until he was
taken out by Shivang at first change.
Runs were scored quickly, yet wickets
were falling here and there, breaking
several developing partnerships.
Jhatha came on late and was miserly

but, unfortunately, it was too late
in the game. Wickets were taken
by Shivang, an off spinner, who
took two and Jhatha, Giacomo and
Sahaj who took one each. We soon
reached a stage where Hertfordshire
needed 30 runs and we needed 5
wickets. Sahaj then took another
wicket sending another new batsman
to the crease; yet efforts were futile
as Hertfordshire’s batsman started
to generate runs. We had lost our
third game in the 37th over against
Hertfordshire.
4th Game v Emanuel School
This game was our third match on
the trot, played at Blagdons Sports
ground in Surrey. Fatigue, mental and
physical hurdles had to be overcome.
We lost the toss and were invited
to field first. The opening bowlers
started off very well, keeping things
tight and creating many chances,
but, unfortunately, they were not
backed up by the fielders. There
were 2 dropped catches in the first
6 overs. Giacomo was brought on at
first change and took a wicket. After
the wicket, the batsmen then took
complete control of the bowling,
going at an easy 8-9 runs per over.
Deon Biggs then dismissed the next
batsman but that didn’t change
the scoring rate at all. Jhatha was
brought back on for his second spell
and bowled an economical 4 overs
and picking up 2 wickets. Shivang
Gaba, the off spinner in the team,
bagged 3 wickets in 3 overs and
was very successful at the death.
Emanuel School posted 214 in 35
overs, meaning we needed more
than 6 an over to win, a big ask.
The Emanuel School bowlers started
off very well, dismissing Jack Kessel
in only the 3rd over. Sahaj Patel
and Alex Mahoney knuckled down
and batted very sensibly for 15
overs making a partnership of over
50. Sahaj Patel and Alex Mahoney
batted very well for their 59 and
41 respectively but the loss of their
wickets proved to be very costly, as
the control was lost. We lost 2 more
wickets in quick succession making
it a very difficult task for the lower
order. Despite efforts from Ben and

Cricket
Harry at the end, we fell 8 runs short
of what could have been a brilliant
victory.
5th Game v Surrey
After falling short on the first 5
occasions, we were desperately
searching for our first victor y.
Giacomo had to sit out due to a
muscle strain. Playing at Reigate
Priory CC, we won the toss and put
Surrey into bat. The start wasn’t what
we were looking for as the batsmen
were scoring freely at 8 runs an over
for the first 10 on a small ground.
Jhatha was brought on second
change but due to dropped catches,
he didn’t pick up any wickets. Jack
Kessel p i cked u p a w i c ket an d
restricted the runs throughout the
middle overs. Shivang Gaba picked
up 2 in his 10 over spell. Matt Bakker
bowled at the death and picked up a
wicket. Surrey managed to make 343
in 50 overs, a very good total on the
ground.
Our innings started off quite slowly
with only 30 runs scored in the first
10 overs. Wickets fell at regular
intervals with no-one making a
significant contribution. We were
bundled out cheaply for 93.
6th Game v Affies
On 6th July we played our sixth
match against a South African touring
team from a school called “Affies”.
We played on a beautiful ground at
Wellington College. The standard of
cricket offered by the opposition was
very high, as reflected by their having
developed incredibly successful test
cricketers such as Faf du Plessis, AB
de Villiers and Jacques Rudolph.
Affies batted first and made an over
par 313 due to our varied bowling
lengths. The importance of bowling
good length was stressed in this
game as a number of our batsmen
played and missed.
In the second innings, only one
real batting partnership emerged
between Ben and Jack, who put a
partnership of about 80 with Ben
scoring 51. Although we fell short of
314 by quite a few runs, we started
to understand what is required
of us to reach our next stage of
cricket in terms of our training
and preparation. This included the
standard at which all aspects of our
cricket including batting, bowling

and fielding should be executed
and played. From the start of the
tour we had been interacting and
unknowingly learning what we
needed to do to reach the next stage
in cricket.
7th Game v Chris Gayle Academy
O u r nex t m atch wa s p l aye d at
T h e C r i c ke t C e n t re , i n P l o u g h
Lane, North Croydon, against the
Chris Gayle Academy, which Chris
Gale himself tweeted about. The
opposition mainly comprised West
Indian players who play in and
around London. We won the toss
and decided to bat. We had a great
start with Hugh scoring another 50
and batting on to make 63. Hugh’s
and Alex’s partnership was the only
pairing that actually developed,
mainly due to good fielding by the
opposition. At the end of our innings,
5 of our batsman had been caught
and 3 run out in a superior fielding
performance. The fact that they
did not drop a catch supported the
common cricket cliche of “catches
win matches”, something we had
not lived up to in our previous 6
games. We made 174, which was
very much below par on such a small
ground. Sahaj opened the bowling
with Giacomo, but there were no
early wickets and the opposition got
a great start. As with the majority of
our previous matches, the opposition
had a lot of time to make an under
par number of runs to win the match,
which they did in 37 overs with the
loss of 2 wickets, both taken by Sam.
70-80 more runs could have given us
a chance to win the game, as they
would have gone harder earlier,
opening up more opportunities at
the beginning.
8th Game v Harrow
Being winless for the first 6 games,
we approached this game on the
MaClaren Field at Harrow School
with more intensity and hunger.
We lost the toss and were put in to
bat, on what looked like a bowler's
paradise. We had a decent start,
scoring at almost 5 an over after the
end of the 8th. However, the loss
of two quick wickets meant that we
were on the back foot. Giacomo
arrived at the crease and had a
sensible partnership with Jack Kessel
until Anshuman Rath, playing for
Harrow, dismissed Giacomo for 17.

We managed to reach 165, with Jack
top scoring with 65.
Our bowling started off quite well
with a wicket in only the third over
of the match. Giacomo was brought
in first change and bowled very
economically in his 6 over spell.
Jhatha bowled an economical 3 overs
before being brought on from the
other end. In his second spell, he
took 2 wickets and Sam Freimayer
from the other end added to the
pressure by taking a couple of
wickets as well. In the end, Harrow
scraped past with 3 wickets in hand
and 3 overs remaining, making it a
close and enjoyable game of cricket.
9th Game v Botany Bay

The DLCA team racing onto the field at
Botany Bay CC

On 11th July, we departed for
Botany Bay CC in Enfield to play
against the Barmy Army Colts in a
scheduled 30 over game. However,
due to atypical English weather, the
game was reduced to a T20 match.
Unfortunately, the groundsmen
forgot to put the covers on overnight
and so the pitch was a bit damp. Ben
Pengelly was captain. He won the
toss and invited the Barmy Army to
bat. Our opening spell was unlike any
we had ever had before, as by the
fourth over they were 5 down for 20
runs. Matthew Bakker and Yashraj
Rana, who took the opening wickets,
bowled an excellent line and length,
only having to wait for the batsman
to make a mistake. Shivang Gaba and
Jack Kessel bowled at second change.
Ben then brought both Giacomo
and Jhatha on at third change. We
bowled them out for 87, the lower
end of par on this wicket. First into
bat for DLCA was Alex Mahoney
and Yashraj Rana, both of whom
were making their debut as opening
batsman. Alex took us off to a great
start with a quick opening 40 before
November The Pinkun
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getting stumped off their spinner.
Ben at 3 did a great job working
singles on a ball by ball basis. We
then had a quick batting collapse
losing 3 wickets. Ben and Lachlan
Knuth saved the innings though and
took us home to our first win on tour
with 5 balls to spare.

DCLA after winning at Botany Bay

10th Game v Worcestershire
After winning our first game
against the Barmy Army Colts, we
approached this game at Old Hill CC,
in Cradley Heath with very high spirits
and expectations. We were greeted
to the 40 over fixture by persistent
rain and a chilly wind. We won the
toss and asked the Worcestershire
XI to bat. Things didn’t go very well
for the first 15 overs as there were
many drop catches and the scoring
rate was at around 8. Spin in the
middle overs by Jhatha and Shivang
reduced the scoring rate, but no
wickets fell. After the spinners were
taken off, the scoring rate increased
again. Giacomo was then brought
on and took 3 wickets. Jhatha was
brought on from the other end and
took 2 wickets. Giacomo and Jhatha
were the 2 most economical bowlers
in the game, where the opposition
scored 400!
Our batting never got going as
wickets fell at regular intervals.
Hugh Cranendonk was the top
scorer scoring 62. However no other
batsman supported him from the
other end.
11th Game v Andrew Gales Academy
Our second to last game on tour was
against the Andrew Gales Academy
on 14 July on the Barry Jackson
Ground, in New Farnley, in Leeds,
Yorkshire, not so far from where
Giacomo's great great grandfather
was born. Lachlan Knuth, captain for
the day, won the toss and decided to
bat first. Our innings started off with
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another great performances by Hugh
who scored another 60. Runs were
shared in small amounts throughout
the rest of the team and then Jhatha
scored a measured 36 and Lachlan
20, to bring our final score to 220 in
40 overs. Yashraj opened the bowling
with Jack, who took a wicket in his
first over with the help of Giacomo
at short cover. Throughout the
next 20 overs we struggled to get a
wicket but once the pressure started
building we got a breakthrough. By
the 34th over we needed 5 wickets
and they needed 5 runs to win.
Giacomo took 4 wickets bowling his
full quota straight into the death. It
got tense for both teams as anything
could have happened, even though
Andrew Gales Academy were in
control. They got the runs in the final
over resulting in us losing once more.
12th Game v Yorkshire

respectively. Yorkshire declared at a
very good 348 for 9.
Batting was always going to be a
tough job on a green top and 85 mile
an hour bowlers. The Yorkshire attack
dismissed 2 of our batsmen before
the close of play, putting us on the
back foot. The next day didn’t start
off very well with a wicket falling in
the 3rd over of the day. Giacomo and
Ben Pengelley then knuckled down
for the majority of the first session
and had a partnership of over 50.
Giacomo scored a very sensible
27 before being dismissed. Ben
Pengelley scored 89. Jhatha and Alex
then had a 30 run partnership that
lasted for 15 overs before getting
dismissed by the pacers. We were all
out for 185.
Yorkshire scored a quick 150 and
Giacomo took the only wicket. We

The DCLA team – 2-day game at Leeds

Being our last game of the tour, we
were keen to finish on a high note.
We played on the Academy Ground,
in Westwood, Leeds. It was our only
2 Day game on tour and we were
excited. We were up against a very
experienced Yorkshire Academy
side, with a couple of first class
players including Moin Ashraf and
Barney Gibson. We lost the toss
and we were asked to bowl first on
a very cold and chilly morning. On
what was a pace bowler’s paradise,
Giacomo started off economically
and bowled a beauty to get rid of
one of the opening batsmen. Jhatha
was brought on at second change,
just before lunch but didn’t take any
wickets then. After lunch, Jhatha
came back on from the other end
and picked up 3 quick wickets. Due
to many drop catches in the middle
overs, no extra wickets were taken in
the 2nd session. In the 3rd session,
the opposition looked to attack and
they lost wickets at regular intervals.
Jhatha and Giacomo were the pick
of the bowlers with 3 and 2 wickets

were put back into bat and we scored
80 for 3 and the match ended in a
draw, with Harry Fordyce top scoring
with 61 and Giacomo was not out on
29 at the other end.
We had a wonderful time, met
some great friends and learned a
great deal about the game on Tour.
We would like to thank Darren
Lehmann Cricket Academy, Head
Coach Shaun Seigert and Coach
Pete for all the valuable lessons we
learned. We would also like to thank
Mark Wright, Simon Cook and The
Hong Kong Cricket Club for putting
our names forward to participate
in this great learning experience.
And the best news of all was that
straight after our 2 Day game in
Yorkshire, the HKCC Tour of England
commenced!
G ia co m o La m plo ug h & J h atha
Subramanyan

Golf

KSC South - September

A

Order of Merit

g ro u p o f u s t o o k o f f fo r a
weekend in Sanya to coincide
with the Ryder Cup - a real golf
feast. Perfect weather as usual greeted
us for our 4 games of golf.
No casualties this time with all arriving
safely. After a long lunch for some
waiting an age for their food, it was
off to play the West course. In great
conditions as usual there was little
excuse for poor play. In-form Lorenz
won the day with a fine 37 points
closely followed by Eamonn on 35.
Ladies' score of the day was Irene Platts
on 38.

With one event remaining, it’s very
close at the top.
Lorenz and Ian Cochrane are joint
leaders with 3 others still in with a
chance to snatch the title.
Musetta has the lead from Cecilia in
the Ladies.
Please join us for the Club
Championship and Dinner - all
Members are welcome.
Birthday Girl - Ann Coughlan-in action

Quick shower then off to our private room to enjoy the Ryder Cup. After a
fruitless task trying to watch with English commentary, we decide to watch
in Chinese. So nice to see how it should be done and, of course, Europe was
leading as well.
Saturday saw 36 holes for most of us. The first 18 counted for the competition
over the East course. Just like the previous day, we had the same two winners,
Lorenz on 39 and Irene with a fantastic 44 points.
It is so nice to have your own golf course all to yourself.
After the long day, back to the room for Ryder
Cup action all evening. It has to be said that
there were a lot of tired people in the room as I
was left on my own by 11.00p.m.
Sunday saw a super early start at 7.30 a.m.,
so we could catch the early flight. The results
remained the same with Lorenz and Irene,
unstoppable, in the lead.
Lunch on the way
to the airport
fo l l o w e d b y 4 0
winks, and then
we all safely arrive
i n H o n g Ko n g where we had a chaotic time getting home.

B e l o w i s t h e C a l e n d a r fo r t h e
remainder of 2014
Friday 21st November
KSC North/South (Club Champs)

HKCC Golf Accessories
We have many logo goods available
for Members to purchase.
From HKCC logo golf balls, golf
shirts,ball markers, towels to caps.
These are all available to purchase
from the Sports Shop.

Golf Re-gripping Service
Available to all Members, a club regripping service cheaper and more
convenient than at other outlets in
Hong Kong. From as little as HK$50
per club I can re-grip and return
within 24 hours.
For enquiries concerning Golf lessons
or forthcoming golf outings, email
golf@hkcc.org or contact me on
3511-8698 or 9722-2671

Thanks to all those for coming especially
the new faces and, although the service was
poor, the golf course and facilities were still
magnificent.

Adrian Waters
Unstoppable K.S.C winners - Irene
Platts and Lorenz Zimmermann
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The Hockey Section
Christmas Party
Sat 6th Dec, 7.30pm HKCC

“MASQUERADE”
Prizes for the best dressed
Plus 1's welcome
RSVP to your captain
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HKCC Mens B Team
The Plan B
The B’s are a newly formed entity
under the astute leadership of
Captain Duncan Smith. Freshly
adorned with personal and
professional insurance, there is no
better leader to take the troops
forward. A catch-cry of ‘You’re not
that good eh mate’ will put fear
into any Centre forward in the
competition.
A number of new combinations
make up this year’s squad with a
core remaining from the promoted
B’s from Div 2, the welcome return
of Tim Andrew and Dave ‘stretch’
M u r ray a n d a q u o r u m c o m i n g
down from the A’s - some of whom
decided the pace of the premiership
in their tender 40’s was a hurdle too
far…. albeit not a cigarette straight
after the game too far. Let’s not
forget one bolter from the D’s who
surprised everyone, but anyone will
tell you persistence (for inclusion)
overcomes the greatest resistance.
Like they say, the team on paper isn’t
always the team on the pitch. Thus
we recap the games to date:

SSSC B – Bullets (Loss 0-6)
The Opening game was not the
opener the newly promoted B’s were
looking for. Up against a very strong
SSSC B side, they defended deeply
and deployed the long aerial ball to
great effect. The score escapes all, as
it’s not particularly newsworthy, but
the events of the match are. We lost
Rich Thomas early in the match to a
nasty clash with one of their team –
with what looked like handbags at 5
paces actually had the poor chap off
to hospital for stitches. This caused a

restructuring of the team
and essentially broke
d ow n t h e ga m e p l a n
needed for this type of
match. A cage fighter he
is not, a good attacking
midfielder he is, and
we look forward to
the rematch. This was
a tough opening for
the newly formed B’s
in the 1st Division.
Understanding their
structures and lack
of mid-field will
allow us to approach the rematch
with a deal more confidence.

Dutch A (Win 2-1)
S te e l e d f ro m t h e S S S C b u l l et s
game and a firm resolve to boss
the midfield, the B’s played some
wonderfully gritty possession hockey,
which stifled and frustrated the
Dutch. A slippery strike by Pearly of
a well-executed corner gave the B’s
the lead, which was doubled in the
second half in a goalmouth scramble
by Gaesper ‘Freedom for Scotland
but I live in Hong Kong ’ Burns.
Steeled for the fight for Scotland, he
was indeed the right man to get the
ball into the back of the neck, and
squeeze out what little Amstel the
Dutch had left in them. The Dutch
did manage a late consolation goal
in the last minute but the majority
of the B’s were already on their
first pint in the jockey listening to a
rousing speech by the Captain.

Football Club C (Loss 0-3)
Midday match in 33c heat will always
be a test of any side, especially one
with two subs and only one player
under 30 (and he is in goal). The

HKFC are a well organised side and
were probably worthy of result. Noone likes losing to the HKFC and the
B’s will be battle hardened with the
games played in the interim, ready
for the fight excluding Jim Oliver
who, with four stitches inside and
outside his mouth looks like he has
been in one. As the B’s get more
familiar with the combinations, it
should make for an interesting return
fixture.

Finally … 144U a (Win 4-1)
Great 2nd half performance goals
from John Toller, Brian Rooney, Rich
Thomas (fresh from a cage fight) and
Stuart Shawshank Redemption.
On the whole, a very good and well
balanced side who should fare well
in Div 1. Led from the front by the
Captain and ably assisted by the
Social president, this team will have
good success on the pitch, and will
perform terribly off. A mid-table
finish is to be expected.
Brian Rooney
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HKCC Ladies B Team
The HKCC Ladies B team this year
brings together a strong combination
of returning players and some
new talent that promises a good
2014/2015 season.
We have played two matches so
far against Police and Dutch B,
unfortunately losing both matches
to last minute goals. Since we held
our own against both of these teams
during the games, these losses were
especially tough.
Our defence has been kept very
busy so far this season with our
goalkeeper, Hanna Karlsson, saving

us from some nifty shots at goal
more than a few times. Nat Caves
has also played solidly in the defence
sweeper position, consistently
clearing the ball over the half way
mark every time, giving us a strong
counter attack position from which
to build.
Our mid-field has worked tirelessly,
tackling, collecting and distributing
the ball to the forwards. Even though
we have had some good shots on
goal we have been unlucky not to
score any goals as yet. We need to
start taking these opportunities and
converting them into goals.

That said, there are a lot of positive
things to take from these games;
there have been some really great
passages of ver y posi ti ve play
showing great potential for the
season going forward.
We do have to start getting wins on
the board soon but with the great
bunch of players, increasing fitness
and fantastic coaching support we
have, I am certain this will happen.
I very much look forward to a fun
and successful rest of the season to
come with the HKCC Ladies B team.
Natasha Marmont
HKCC Ladies B Team Captain

Ladies B
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Hockey plays Lawn Bowls

F

riday night 10th
October saw another
hoedown of the
B a t t l e o f t h e S exe s i n
our annual Lawn Bowls
Competition. The night
sta r te d w i t h t h e u s u a l
s u s p e c t s a rg u i n g o v e r
t h e we l l - exe c u te d a n d
considered scoring system.
Sadly, some lacked the
ability to count to 3, which
did prove challenging for
them.
There was a great turnout with most teams well
represented for a bit of banter, sausage (thanks Simon!)
and lashings and lashings of adult beverages. Obviously,
as the night went on, the banter increased as the quality
of the bowling lines and 'touch' considerably decreased.
Some bowled with finesse and poise, whereas some
used the Front-Line-Prop-Forward approach with various
forms of the 'Smash-'em' technique.
After the customary win for the girls, most moved up to
the Chater, slamdunking any possibility of a hangover
free Saturday.
Another good hockey section night. Many thanks to
Kathryn Fowler for her organisation for the night.
Convenor says – “perfect evening ... beer & wine;
sausages & chips; ambiguous rules and corrupt officials
... perfect!”
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Junior News
Our 2014/2015 Junior Hockey Season
has kicked off and what a start we
have had!
We've had good numbers return to
the programme and a great number
of new sign-ups which makes us all
warm and fuzzy inside and shows
that good things are happening.
We sta r te d m i d way t h ro u g h
September with a recap for our old
handers at hockey, and 2 brand new
beginners’ courses for our newbies.
It’s really encouraging to see how
far our Juniors have come and the
growth that has occurred in the last
year. Their skill level has moved up a
notch and their confidence levels are
soaring - now it's time for our first
tournament to come along and for
our HKCC Juniors to show what they
are made of.

Our newbies are
getting the hang of
the game quicker
than you can say 1-23 and will progress to
age appropriate classes
in no time! Lots of fun and
laughter is found within these
sessions and everyone leaves
with smiles on their faces - this is
our biggest goal and one that we
are achieving week in and week
out!
Thanks must go to all our volunteer
coaches who put their hands up
every week. Our programme would
not be as successful without you and
your hard work and enthusiasm is
greatly appreciated!
Gen Frank
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We collect and deliver your car
FREE OF CHARGE (Subject to distance)
We provide good quick repair service at reasonable prices

Our Competitive Labour Charges:–
From
Lubrication Service

$

Tune Up Engine

$

190.00
720.00

Engine Decoke & Grind Valves

$

2000.00

Engine Overhaul

$

5000.00

Brake System Overhaul

$

1000.00

Clutch Mechanically Overhaul

$

1500.00

Air Condition Freon Recharge

$

400.00

Alternator Overhaul

$

600.00

Starter Motor Overhaul

$

600.00

ALL REPAIRS WITH THREE MONTHS GUARANTEE

Our Business Hours
8am-6pm, Mon-Sat & Public Holiday
Our 24 hrs. Emergency Towing Agent
“We Tow Towing” 6128 0999
Please call us at 2565 6166 FAX: 2856 1047
E-mail address: fookie@netvigator.com

FOOKIE MOTORS CO. LTD.
Shop 7, G/F, Paramount Building,
12 Ka Yip Street,
Chai Wan, Hong Kong.
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Men’s “A” Team Round-Up

The Championship is ours!

T

his year’s Men’s Premier League Division Three
was a hard fought affair which went down to the
proverbial “wire”.

Graeme Hand, last season’s Skipper, was scheduled early
in the piece for some much needed shoulder surgery and
a personality implant. Thus it was with much trepidation
that yours truly stepped up to the plate to captain the
team. Luckily, the core of the side who failed by a point
to win promotion the previous year remained in place
with some fresh input from Mobin Yau who not only
joined the side firing on all cylinders, but also picked up
the Men’s Singles Crown on the way.
With the usual restrictions on rink usage, after picking up
some much needed away points, the team either side of
the summer break consolidated its position on top of the
league with a run of magnificent home performances.
It is fair to say that we are a damn hard team to beat
at home and, as with previous seasons, our home form
always gives us a fighting chance of top honours.
Towards the end of the summer, Graeme Hand came
back into the side playing left handed. This ambidextrous
phenomenon, inspired his skipper, our very own beloved
40
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convenor, Glyn “Volders” Davies, to rush to the top of
the skips’ table and holding on to top spot at the end of
the season, giving him a much needed boost to his ego
and his rink - another trophy for the cabinet. Well done
Volders, well done indeed.
Our run of away games at the end of the season had all
the hearts racing with some fine wins and some equally
fine disasters. The ups and downs of the competition
all came to a momentous crescendo on 25th October
under the harsh lighting of the Ap Lei Chau indoor rinks.
The team sat at the top of the table by the margin of a
point, so it really was all or nothing on the day. After a
hard fought game, which saw us pick up four points, all
attention turned to a series of phone calls to members
of our nearest competitors. Remarkably, all of them lost
eight nil, and the Championship was ours.
1996 was the last year our Club sat proudly in the
Second Division. We are there again, thanks to a
tremendous team effort from the existing core of “A”
Team members, and the fantastic contributions made
from lads drafted in, often at short notice from the
unlucky “B” side.

Lawn Bowls

The skips of the side through the season, myself,
Volders, Ian Bengey, Howard Lok and Peter Wong thank
each and every one of the players who turned up week
in week out to get us over the line. Bowls truly is a “team”
sport, each and every one made important contributions
and each and everyone has earned the right to call
themselves a champion.
Mark Taylor

"A" team celebrations at Ap Lei Chau

T

he annual Indian Recreation Club (IRC) Invitation
Triples is one of the major Lawn Bowls events
played between the Clubs in Hong Kong. Every
year, the tournament is held on 1 October to celebrate
the China National Day in Hong Kong.
This year, a total of 36 teams, including 6 host teams,
were entered to play the one-day 2 woods Triples
tournament. HKCC was represented by a team consisting
of Teresa Yung, Gordon Chan, Roxy Ho and Howard Lok.
Morning was Sectional Qualifying and the top 24 ranked
teams were qualified to play for Cup, Plate, Bowl, Spoon,
Fork and Knife in the afternoon.

Section

Winners

Runner-up

CUP
PLATE
BOWL
SPOON
FORK
KNIFE

IRC(E)
IRC(F)
CdeR
CCC
IRC(A)
KCC

FC
WISC
HKCC
HEGSC
AYFP
KBGC

After a hard day’s competition, HKCC finished with the
runner-up of the Bowl Trophy. Congratulations and well
done team!
Teresa Yung
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Nic McMahon reports

T

wo games into the first round and we have had
a combination of wins and losses for the Club.
Demons, Dragons and Fielders are currently sitting
in the top half of their division while Devils, Phoenix,
Crickets and Optimists are
sitting just below after a
few close and not so close
losses. No doubt, after a
short break over the mid
term holidays, everyone
will be rested and raring
to ge t b a c k o nto t h e
court!

HKCC NETBALL
CHRISTMAS PARTY

It 's won derful to see
all players enjoying
themselves and receiving
additional support on the
sidelines as we wait for
our new coach who will
be starting with us in the
first week of November.
The Section is very excited
a n d l o o ks fo r wa rd to
welcoming our new Head
Coach, Robin Manihera.
Robin brings much
expertise to the Club
and we look forward to a
new coaching era within
the Netball division. Stay
tuned for Robin's self
introduction next month!

$
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2

Save
3
the Date!

4TH
DECEMBER

More details to follow!
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9th Asian Netball Championships 2014

O

n Friday 5th September the
final 12 players selected for
the Hong Kong National Open
Team departed for the 9th Asian
Netball Championship in Singapore
with their coach and 3 officials. The
top 2 teams from this competition
would gain automatic qualification
into the Netball World Cup held in
Sydney 2015.
The selection process for the team
had started back in 2013 and after
months of early Saturday morning
trainings, multiple trainings per
week, fitness sessions and extra
shooting clinics; two players from
the HKCC Demons were chosen to
represent Hong Kong in the 8 day
competition – Krystle Edwards (HK
Co-Vice Captain) and Emma Gregory.
After settling into accommodation,
the HK team had time to look at the
new training facilities and the newly
opened OCBC Arena where the
championships would be held, with a
seating capacity of 3,000 spectators.
The Arena compared to none in HK
and gave the athletes a true sense of
playing at an elite level. Hosts Netball
Singapore put on an elaborate show
for the opening ceremony on Sunday
7th September before the games
began.
HK was placed in Group A with hosts
and defending champions, Singapore,
India, Japan and newcomers
Vietnam. Group B was made up of
Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Brunei, Chinese
Taipei and Myanmar.
HK went into the Championships
ranked 4th and faced India (5th) in

their first game, which was a must
win game to get to the finals and
reach the Netball World Cup. HK
managed to secure a huge win over
India 84 - 17, with Krystle Edwards
shooting a team high of 48 out of 57
attempts (84%). All members of the
team were played during this game,
so they were able to experience
the incredible atmosphere of the
arena, which was very different from
Monday night league games in HK.
Nerves were left behind and the
whole team was able to focus on the
process of reaching the top two and
looking forward to the next day’s
game against Japan, ranked 7th.
A very determined Japanese team
made Hong Kong adjust their style of
play to earn their second win 66 – 24.
Japan kept the ball low and played a
possession game which HK does not
regularly encounter. The next day’s
game would be against newcomers
Vietnam.
Vietnam were an unknown to HK so a
strong start was vital to gain a much
needed win, which would secure a
place in the semi-finals. HK played a
strong game of netball and recorded
another huge win 80 – 17, with
Emma Gregory shooting at 100%.
Preparation then began for the final
group game against Singapore. The
evening and next morning were
spent on recovery, tactics and video
analysis of the defending champions
as Hong Kong physically and mentally
prepared for a must win game.
HK fought hard till the end but
were outclassed by Singapore who
were able to play their fast paced
game and ran out winners 63 to 28.
The scoreline did not indicate the
competitiveness of the match with
HK making too many unforced errors.
HK were still in the semi-finals and
looked forward to two much needed
rest days.

at the Tri-Nations Tournament.
However, Sri Lanka brought in their
208cm tall shooter who eventually
won the game for Sri Lanka 57-42.
HK stuck to their game plan and
fought hard but lack of international
experience was clear and lost the
game which meant the Netball World
Cup dream was over.
HK quickly had to focus on their last
game against familiar opponents
Malaysia for 3rd place. Malaysia are
a very experienced team and are full
time athletes which already placed
pressure on HK to perform. HK
matched the Malaysians for the first
half but lost focus towards the end.
Changes were made but it was too
late to fight back to the win. Malaysia
won 50 to 39.
The final saw Singapore defend their
title over Sri Lanka 59 – 41 (with both
teams qualifying for the World Cup
next year)
After an intense 8 days of netball
(with the bruises to show it) the HK
team kept their ranking of 4th in
Asia and gave the top 3 Asian power
houses of Netball a good fight to
earn their spots. The Championships
ended with an appreciation dinner
for all teams who were able to
perform a traditional dance from
their country; HK’s fan dance and
remix of Beyonce’s ‘Single Ladies’
proved a hit with all the teams and
will not be forgotten soon! The Asian
Championships was an unforgettable
experience and all players were very
proud to represent HK.
Emma Gregory
(HKCC Demons Vice-Captain)

HK were well prepared for their
semi-final against Sri Lanka, having
beaten them earlier in the year
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NETBALL CONDITIONING PROGRAMME
The major fitness components relevant to Netball are speed, agility, endurance, strength, power,
flexibility and balance. It is impossible to develop each component every session, so a total fitness
programme will be the most effective. Here’s a Netball cardio/strength conditioning programme
from our own fitness guru Amin!
Warm-up:
Light jog – 10 mins
Stretch – 5 mins

Circuit 1:
Squats x 20 reps, Push-ups x 12-15 reps, Ab Plank – hold for 30 secs, Backward lunges (alternating) x 10 reps (each leg).
Do 3 sets with 1 min break in between each round.
Then, run at 60% effort for 10 mins

Circuit 2:
Burpees x 12 reps, Ab Cycle for 30 secs, Two-legged continuous forward jumps for 30 secs, Tricep Dips x 12.
Do 3 sets with 1 min break in between each round.
Then, 30/45secs sprint at 80% five times with 45/60secs rest in between.

Warm-Down:
Walk or Slow jog – 5 mins
Stretch – 5/10 mins
Enjoy the program and I will see you at training…….Let's Do it!!

Training for NOVEMBER:
5 November
7-8.15: Crickets and Fielders
8.15-9.30: Demons, Devils, Dragons (Devils to return balls)
Fitness: Fitness: Session 1: 7.45-8.15; Session 2: 8.15-8.45pm

12 November
7-8.15: Crickets and Fielders
8.15-9.30: Demons, Devils, Dragons (Devils to return balls)
Fitness: Fitness: Session 1: 7.45-8.15; Session 2: 8.15-8.45pm

19 November
7-8.15: Crickets and Fielders
8.15-9.30: Demons, Devils, Dragons (Devils to return balls)
Fitness: Fitness: Session 1: 7.45-8.15; Session 2: 8.15-8.45pm

26 November
7-8.15: Crickets and Fielders
8.15-9.30: Demons, Devils, Dragons (Devils to return balls)
Fitness: Fitness: Session 1: 7.45-8.15; Session 2: 8.15-8.45pm
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Netball Plays Lawn Bowls

T

his season’s Welcome Night
was a great way to start the
year, as we got barefoot on the
Club’s Lawn Bowls Green with new
and returning players.
We set out to master the game this
year by actually learning the rules!
Thanks to the fantastic support from
Keith Roberts and Gordon Chan
from the Lawn Bowls Section, who
generously gave up their time, we
weren’t just throwing bowls eagerly
down a grassy lane.
At first, it was like herding cats, but
then our competitiveness and great
hand-eye coordination kicked in and
we were off on a good run.
While some bowls went wide, most
found the jack, with a few of our
shooters being scouted by the Lawn
Bowls Members. Next year we may
need to include a handicap for those
showing too much promise.
After 3 tough rounds, we headed into
a fast pace final between Optimists
and Devils, division 3 against 1.
Optimists proved worthy and were
crowned the winners!
Very special thanks to Keith Roberts
and Gordon Chan for their invaluable
assistance, and Heidi Welsh from
Essential Fine Wines for the prizes
and wine selection.
We look forward to the next Netball
Section Social!
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Junior News
A child’s eye view of our
new Junior Netball committee
We have nine Junior Netball teams competing this
season and our squad has swelled to around 120
girls, thanks to the hard work and commitment of
the previous committee (most notably Gail Forey and
Ron Arnold). You’ll be hearing more from our teams
in The Pinkun over the next few months. However,
this month we wanted to introduce you to our new
committee members through the eyes of their children
– all members of the Junior squad.
Victoria Gladstone, Convenor
by Iona Gladstone, 9yrs old –
U9s Nettas
Mum still plays Netball. I think
she started playing about 30
y e a rs a g o . N o w a d ay s s h e
spends most of her spare time
organizing Netball matches but
I think it would be better if she
became a member of staff at the Cricket Club.
My Mum doesn’t really get to listen to her own music
in the car. She listens to whatever I put on whilst she’s
driving.
Katharine Crook, Secretary

I was a shooter before as I thought it was the best
position in the team but my Mum made me understand
all other player positions are just as important. Now I
like playing as GD and my defence is strong. The rule of
Netball I break the most is obstruction because I am too
eager to defend and forget the three feet rule.
My Mum loves movies. She listens to older generation
music in the car. Recently I made her listen to more
modern music, like from One Direction and Maroon 5.
So now she agrees I have a better taste in music than
her.
Catherine Hughes,
Kit and Pinkun co-ordinator
by Sophie Hughes, aged 12 –
HKCC Bluebirds
My Mum started playing Netball
at the age of 10 and grew to love
the position of GD, but sadly she
had to give up at the age of 21
as her career took over.
The rule of Netball that I break most often is stepping,
as I have quite clumsy feet. However, my Mum says that
she most often broke the obstruction rule. She says any
defender who claims anything different isn’t trying hard
enough!
In her spare time, my Mum can be found at Lo Wu
Saddle Club, improving her riding. In the car, she most
often listens to Dido. She says no-one gets more airplay
at parties for the over35s. This is just proof that we
have very different musical tastes!

by Chloé Crook, aged 7 –
U9s Nettas

Karmei Tse Morin,
Social Secretary

My Mum has been really busy
with her new role as Secretary
of the Junior Netball committee.
She played Netball before, but
she stopped playing because
somebody stepped on her foot and hurt it. I’m really
hoping that my Mum will be able to help me with my
Netball. The rule that I most often break is the rule that
you must listen properly to your coach – and I think my
Mum was the same back in her playing days.

by Sofia Morin, aged 12 –
HKCC Phoenix

In her spare time, my Mum enjoys watching Discovery
Kids. I think that in the car, she will most often listen to
Romeo and Juliet.
Christina Yue, Treasurer

Mum played Netball from the
age of 10 until 16, but then she
got too busy. She says she was
a really fast player and played
Centre. I’m really keen that my
Mum organises more parties and fundraisers for the
HKCC Netball section so I can get to know all the girls.
The rule of Netball I break most is stepping and it is the
same as Mum back in her day because of running too
fast! In her spare time, my Mum works but most of the
time I don't know exactly what she’s doing. She listens
to old style music which she calls "dance music".

by Zenia Wong, aged 11 –
HKCC Phoenix
My Mum's interest in Netball
started a few years ago because
of my aspiration for the sport.
She has taken up the role as Treasurer of the HKCC
Junior Netball committee and has even started umpire
training recently.
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If any parent would like to be more involved in the
organization or training of the HKCC Junior Netball
section, then please let us know. We are always looking
for committed volunteers and would be delighted if you
joined us.

Rugby

YOUTH RUGBY

Spotlight on: the Under 13s and
their stellar start to the season!

B

oys U13 Rugby operates as a separate competition
within the U14 age group of the Hong Kong Colts
Rugby programme and provides the boys with
their first taste of full pitch 15-a-side Rugby.
This year, HKU Sandy Bay has 36 players in the age
group, with teams in both Division 1 and Division 2. The
coaching team has got both teams playing dynamic,
attacking rugby…..hitting the rucks hard, quickly recycling
the ball and unleashing the outside backs, whose speed
and handling skills are a joy to watch!
As we approach the end of October, both teams are
undefeated, having played 5 games so far, and are sitting
proudly atop their respective divisions. The second team
has despatched Valley twice, while the first team has now
beaten Football Club, Discovery Bay and, most recently,
their great rivals, Valley Fort 1s, in a thrilling display of
attacking Rugby, running in 7 tries to Valley’s 2.
The Rugby is competitive, but the atmosphere is
great, with parents and children all enjoying the great
performances so far.

There’s always room for more Colts players though, so
if your child is between 12 and 18 years old, and fancies
playing Colts Rugby, he or she should visit our website on
www.hkusandybayrfc.org, sign up, and come on down!
Patrick Cowley
U13 boys – Team Manager
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The season so far – week five…
We are now at the end of October and the HK domestic
club season is well under way for all Leighton Asia HKCC
Rugby teams. Under new Head Coach, Deacon Manu,
pre-season training kicked off way back in the heat and
humidity of July, so the preparation was rigorous and
thorough. With lots of new recruits to bolster the troops,
we went into the 2014/15 campaign in good shape and
optimistic across the club – after five weeks, here’s how
we are travelling…
Leighton Asia HKCC 1XV
The top-flight Premiership competition is now five
rounds in, so HKCC 1XV have tested themselves against
every team in this highly competitive six-club league.
The opening round (see pictures) was a repeat of the
2014 grand final against last year’s 1XV bogey team,
Valley, and in a tight encounter, HKCC scraped through
with a 12-9 win. From here the boys have really hit their
stride, winning 40-28 against Football Club, demolishing
USRC (formerly DEA) Tigers 41-0 in week three, grinding
out a 16-10 victory against an in-form Kowloon, and
closing out the first leg by beating undefeated HK
Scottish by 41-14. The 1XV currently sit at the top of
the Premiership ladder, but with another ten games
remaining before the knockout stages, Deacon and his
men will not be resting on their laurels, or counting any
chickens just yet!
Leighton Asia HKCC “Exiles” (2XV)
The Exiles, under the watchful eyes of coaches Marky
Komar and Ian Wilson, have had a slower start to the
season, with many familiar faces from last season’s
grand finalist squad slow to return to active service.
After four rounds of the Premiership A competition, the
2XV have a 50% hit rate, with two wins (against USRC
Tigers and Club Scorpions) and two losses (versus Club
Dragons and Kowloon). The squad now seems to be
taking shape, however, so hopefully, the Exiles will gain
some momentum as the season gets into full swing and
challenge for another grand final spot this season.
Leighton Asia HKCC “Freeze” (3XV)
With Andy Hall joining the coaching ranks of the lower
grades (aka the “semi-performance” squad), this adds
further pedigree to Guy Williams’ back-room staff for
the Exiles this season. The atmosphere and camaraderie
amongst the squad under the leadership of Dave Hunter
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is very strong this year and this is showing through
on the paddock. After four rounds, the 3XV are sitting
second in National League 1, having won three and lost
one.
Leighton Asia HKCC “Force” (4XV)
Jeremy Nesbitt’s HKCC Force are currently sitting midtable in a competitive National League 2, having won
two and lost two of their first four matches. As always,
the mood in camp with the 4XV is very tight, with John
Adebiyi leading the troops on and off the field this
season.
Leighton Asia HKCC “Raiders” (5XV)
Ken Carnduff has returned to HKCC, after a couple of
years in the rugby wilderness, to assume his old coaching
role with the 5XV. The Raiders had a tough start to the
season, losing their first four matches, but the feeling is
the boys have continued to build on the foundations of
last season and are improving every week. With a few
more rounds of match experience and an increase in the
intensity at training, the Raiders are confident that they
will soon taste victory and turn their season around.
Leighton Asia HKCC “Babes” (Ladies XV)
In their first year competing in the fifteen-a-side ladies
league (previously playing tens) the HKCC Babes started
the season with a narrow loss in week one, but have
since bounced back, winning the next three matches
in emphatic fashion. Darren Cartlidge’s Ladies XV
are currently sitting in second place on the National
League 1 ladder and are looking like they will be serious
contenders this season.

Ben Roberts leads out the 1XV against Valley in round 1

Rugby

New recruit scrum half Liam Slatem giving quick ball

Fullback Jason Kjestrup in his man-of-the-match debut for HKCC

Gus Cameron shifting it wide

Moses Bailey gets past his man on the outside

Gus takes on the big boys himself this time

Josh Peters, rock solid in defence

Scott Barrett making yards up the middle

Matt Lamming racing fellow HK back-rower Nick Hewson to the
loose ball
November The Pinkun
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Club Tennis Championships Sept-Nov 2014
HKCC’s Premier Club Championship commenced in September and some great tennis has
been played in all events so far. The Mixed Doubles is the final event of the series and will be
played on 8th & 9th November, so practise hard and be ready for action!! Who will lift the
remaining trophies for this year? Get involved and find out – you have to be in it to win it!!
Match Dates:

September 13 & 14: Men’s Doubles
September 27 & 28: Ladies’ Doubles
October 25 & 26: Singles (Men’s & Ladies)
November 8 & 9: Mixed Doubles
Two Divisions
Open Draw
Men & Ladies of any grade

8 & 9 November - Mixed Doubles (2 events)

Closed Draw
Men : B, C, D & E grade
Ladies : all grades except
A+, A (HKTA) & Prem , Div 1 (LWTL).

1. Open (all grades)
2. Closed (Mens Div C, D, E and Ladies Div B, C and LWTL Div 2 to 5)

Entry Fee : $180
per player, per event

Match Times : Saturdays 12:00noon – 7:00pm
Sundays 9:00am- 7:00pm
Where: Sports Annexe Courts
Cost: $180 per person per event
Club Championship Trophies will be presented at the Annual Tennis Ball on Saturday 15 November.
Sign up at the Sports Desk now or email Jason for more details jasonlijewski@hkcc.org

HKCC Open Ladies Doubles Results:
The mercury was soaring once again as 4 pairs took to the
courts in this year’s Open Ladies Doubles Championships.
Top seeds Minori Yoshioka and Alicia Langeludeccke were
under pressure early after losing their opening round 3-8
in stifling conditions to Debbie See and Clare Kwan, but
quickly recovered to record wins in their next 2 matches.
In a similar scenario to the Closed Mens Doubles event
a fortnight earlier, the pool matches concluded with 3
pairs on 2 wins apiece, with Michele Windsor and Gail
McDermott unlucky not to advance to the final due to a
slightly inferior games differential.
The final was a replay of the first match of the day, with
Minori Yoshioka and Alicia Langeludeckke taking on
Debbie See and Clare Kwan. Played in cooler conditions
of late afternoon, it was Debbie and Clare who once again

Ladies Doubles Competitors
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took the early break racing to a 4-2 lead, but Minori’s
sharp net play and Alicia’s improved consistency saw the
top seeds reel off 6 consecutive games to turn the tables
on their opponents and win the final 8-4.
Many thanks to all teams for their support and
participation with special mention to June Olsson and
Suman Vaze who, whilst eligible for the Closed category,
stepped up to prove highly competitive in this year’s
Open event. The tennis was played in great spirit, and
of course congratulations to our winners, Minori and
Alicia!!
Champions: Minori Yoshioka & Alicia Langeludeckke
Runners-up: Debbie See & Clare Kwan

Finalists: Minori, Alicia, Debbie, Clare

Tennis

Junior Tennis Programme Term 3, 2014

Junior League News

The Junior Tennis Programme has now passed the midterm mark with only limited class spots now available.
If you would like your child to learn the game of tennis
and improve skills in a focused, but fun environment, be
sure to sign them up for lessons after school or on the
weekends for the remainder of this term. We will also
have Xmas Tennis Camps from 22-24 December inclusive
and 29-31 December + 2 January (Tiger Tennis) and 2930 December + 2 January (Hot Shots). Tiger Tennis Camps
are for the 3-6 year olds in the Sports Hall after lunch,
and Hot Shots Tennis Camps are for the older juniors
later in the afternoons.

Inter-Club Junior
Satellite League Season 2

Also, for those juniors who like to mix it up with other
sports, the sign-ups for Xmas Sports Camps will also be
available at this time.

HKCC Blue Team

Please check the Club noticeboards for further details,
email Jason at jasonlijewski@hkcc.org or grab an
application form at the Sports Desk.

The HKCC will field 2 teams in Season 2 of the Junior
Satellite League hosted by HK Parkview. Matches
commenced on 17 October, and the seaon runs for 7
weeks. Good luck to all players involved and match
results will be posted shortly.
HKCC Red Team
Edsard Grisel, Claire Grisel, Oliver Chan, Max Gillman,
Nimsha Deva, Bailey Kang

Dhruv Sodhi, Luke Crawford, Oliver Ong, Josh Mantle,
Tej Sheopuri

HKTA Winter Evening League Sept 2014

Junior Player of the Month

Teams participating in the HKTA Winter Evening League
started their matches in September and have had mixed
results.

This special award is
presented at the end of each
month to a Junior tennis
player who has excelled
on the court during that
month. Ability, commitment,
sportsmanship, dedication
and motivation are some of
the main criteria used when
determining the Player of
the Month. The HKCC Tennis Professionals collectively
vote on the recipient of this award each month.

Results at of Oct 14 are as follows:
Mens A+
Mens A
Mens B
Mens D
Mens E
Ladies A+
Ladies A
Ladies C

1 win
1 win
2 wins
0 win
0 win
1 win
3 wins
2 wins

1 loss
1 loss
1 loss
1 loss
1 loss
3 losses
0 loss
0 loss

We would like to congratulate Alex Stiles on receiving
the HKCC Junior Player of the Month Award for October
2014. Well done Alex!

HKCC Annual Tennis Dinner: “Back to School!!”
HKCC Tennis invites YOU to our “Back to School” party…
Dust off the school uniform, turn back the clock and come drown in a
sea of nostalgia at this year’s tennis presentation night.
Free flow of beer and wine until midnight, lots of food, games, DJ music
and prizes to be won…
Date:
Time:
Price:

15 November 2014
7.00pm onwards
Early Bird before 11 November
$595.00 per member
$645.00 per member’s guest
including ONE raffle ticket

Regular price from 11 November
Price: $795.00 per member
$845.00 per member’s guest
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Cardio Tennis
Cardio “KEEP FIT” Tennis is a 60 minute clinic that will really get your body moving! It is
meant to burn off the calories and use a lot of energy! You can join this class at any level, as
the intention is that you are always moving and hitting. It is not a technique based class, but
rather a cardiovascular workout with a lot of ball hitting. Cardio Tennis is a big sensation in
the US, Australia & Europe, and we hope you will give it a try.
It’s a “drop in” session, which means you only commit to coming when you have time, so this gives you the flexibility to
work around other things in the week. The sessions are run by Coach Jason, and have already gained a “cult” following.
Try it out and see why!
COST:
DAY:

$185 per session
Tuesdays 7.00am-8.00am / 8.00am-9.00am		
Thursday 7.00am-8.00am / 8.00am-9.00am		

MINIMUM: 4 people
MAXIMUM: 6 people

Sign up at the Sports Desk now or email Jason for more details jasonlijewski@hkcc.org

Tennis Tip of the Month - by Jason Lijewski
Prevention of Tennis Injuries
Tennis related injuries are common at all levels of the game.
One of the most frequent is tennis elbow. It is an injury
caused by overuse, which seems to be associated with a
lack of forearm strength (especially in junior players) and
also poor technique. The technique related cause is the
most common in club level players.
Shoulder tendonitis is another chronic overuse injury that
is often caused by repeated overhead and inward rotation
movements of the arm. Back injuries are also common. For
club players, poor posture and insufficient core stability
may lead to this. In this case, tennis would not be the
primary cause of injury but simply the activity that sets off
the symptoms.
Tennis injuries can be prevented by following these simple
guidelines:
Warming Up
A good warm up will increase the temperature of muscles,
blood flow and oxygen to the muscles and range of
movement at the joints. A warm up should consist of a
gentle jog and some light stretching. Try to ease into your
on court warm up, do not jump straight into playing at
100%.
Cooling Down
The aim of the cool down is to gradually lower the heart
rate, circulate blood and oxygen to the muscles (restoring
them to the state they were in prior to exercise), remove
waste products (such as lactic acid) and to reduce the risk
of muscle soreness.
Sports Massage
A regular sports massage can flush the muscles of waste
products, release tight knots and help keep muscles at their
optimal resting length. A sports massage therapist may
identify potential trouble spots long before they become
injuries.
Tennis Lesson with a Pro
Poor technique can cause injury. Consult a tennis pro to
correct poor grip or swing issues that you may be having.
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Equipment
Racquet: Racquets range in stiffness, weight, head size,
etc., so it’s very important to play with a racquet that is
best suited to you.
Grip: make sure the grip is non slip and fits nicely in your
hand. If you have to grip it too tightly or it is too big or too
small for your hand, this may cause problems over a period
of time.
String: different types of string suit different players. The
tension of string will also differ from person to person.
Having a racquet strung too tight or with the wrong string
can contribute to injuries.
Shoes: players should use tennis specific shoes as they are
designed for the movement and impact of tennis.
Nutrition and Hydration
Aim for a balanced diet containing carbohydrates (to refuel
the muscles), protein (to rebuild the muscles) and vitamins
and minerals (to assist recovery). If you become dehydrated,
less blood will flow through your muscles which will result
in them becoming more prone to injury.
Fitness
A one side dominant sport such as tennis can develop
one side of the body more than the other, causing muscle
imbalance. Good all round conditioning will balance the
body and help avoid unnecessary injury.
Follow these guidelines to help stay injury free!!
Remember that prevention is better than the cure.

Table Tennis

News from Felix Tang
New ball machine now available!

A

s touched on in the last issue, team members
have finally tried the new ball machine. It turns
out to be a pleasant surprise – quite suitable for
intensive training, especially for particular strokes and
hitting techniques.

Feel free to join us in trying the new ball machine! We
especially seek out players who enjoy Table Tennis and
really want to make huge strides in this sport!

Interesting
Table Tennis Facts
H e re a re s o m e t h i n g s
you may not have known
about Table Tennis:
1. T a b l e Te n n i s w a s
banned in the Soviet
Union from circa 1930
to 1950. The sport was
believed to be harmful to the eyes.
2. A modern Table Tennis match at the elite level lasts
on average about 30 minutes. Top players often
smash the ball at speeds exceeding 100 miles per
hour.
3. One of Britain’s most famous tennis players, Fred
Perry, won the World Table Tennis Championships in
1929. He only started playing tennis aged 18, but his
exceptional skill led him to play at Wimbledon two
years later.
4. Other names for Table Tennis include 'Ping Pong',
'Whiff Whaff' and 'Flim Flam', reflecting the sound of
the ball being struck and bouncing off the table.
5. Since Table Tennis joined the Olympic programme
in 1988, China has won 20 of the 24 available Gold
Medals.

Table Tennis for Kids!

2014 Year End Club Championship

Table Tennis has never been a children-friendly
sport. The tables are not of an appropriate height for
our younger members. Thanks to the efforts of our
committee and HKCC staff, the ‘not-as-tall’ tables are
now in use! Feel free to bring your children along to
have a go during our practice sessions.

Known as the Convenor’s Cup,
it will be held on 4th January
2015 (TBC). This internal Club
Championship has always been
popular with our Members and
is a good way for newcomers
to get a feel for the sport. We
urge people to sign up, details
will be available in the next
issue of The Pinkun.

As shown in the photos, Table Tennis is now for
everyone!

2009 CLUB CHAMPION
2010 CLUB CHAMPION
2011 CLUB CHAMPION

Do join us for our weekly Thursday evening sessions,
starting from 8.00 p.m. Hope to see more of you there!
If there are any questions, feel free to contact me at
felix.tl.tang@gmail.com or our Convenor Simon at
chan.simon@dorsey.com.

Convenor Simon transfers some of his superpowers to daughter, Sonia
November The Pinkun
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“ Winter ” Drinks Recommendation

Ginger and Lemon Delight:

Fresh Ginger Juice, Fresh Lemon Slices, Honey (optional)

Chef’s Specials in November:
Hairy Crab & Yellow Wine

HKCC Pear Drink:

Tianjin Pear, Chrysanthemum,
Goji and Crystal Sugar

二十年陳雕王酒

冬日精選 : 大閘蟹與花雕皇
紫蘇蒸太湖大閘蟹
Steamed Whole Hairy Crab with Perilla Leaf

蟹粉小籠包
Shanghai Pork Dumpling with Hairy Crab
Cream Custard

風味樟茶鴨
Tea Smoked Duck - Sichuan Style

香煎紫米八寶飯
Pan-fried Purple Rice with Eight-treasure
Rice Pudding (Sweet)

太湖大閘蟹 ( 原籠蒸飯 )
Steamed Whole Hairy Crab with
Rice in Bamboo Steamer

Yellow Wine (20 yr) is now available !
Yellow wine is a special product of China, also
called rice wine. With unique brewery techniques,
it has become the model and representative in
oriental wine making.
This mellow and elegant Chinese Wine is
the great choice to go with any
Hairy Crab dishes or meat dishes.
See you at the Willow Room !

For table booking, please contact us
on 3511 8638 or email us fnb@hkcc.org

Sunday Roasts for November
$108 per person
Children’s price (3 – 12) $88 is available
at Sportsman’s Bar
November
2nd
Shoulder of Australian Pork with Homemade
Apple Sauce and Crackling
9th
U.S. Chuck Eye Roll with Yorkshire Pudding
16th Leg of Lamb
23rd Baked Gammon Ham with Honey and Mustard
30th Beef Wellington with Red Wine Sauce
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12:00 noon to 2:30 p.m.

12.30 p.m. to 3.00 p.m.

All served with soup and vegetable accompaniments.

November 2014
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Wine & Food Fair 2014
Thursday 13th November
6:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Function Suites
For age 18 and above
Those who attended the 2013 Wine & Food Fair will know
that this is the wine event of the year not to be missed!
Highlights of the events:
• A wide selection of over 100 fine wines from over 30 different wineries
in Australia, New Zealand, Chile, Argentina, France, Italy, Portugal,
Spain, South Africa and USA will be showcased at the Wine Fair.
Over 80% of wine achieved Robert Parker ratings 90+.
• Japanese Sake Section will be available in the evening.
• 28 professional Wine Ambassadors and Club's Sommeliers will gladly
guide you through the wine collection and give recommendations on
different wines for special occasions.
• Showcase of a wonderful food selection from the Club’s Takeaway Food
Order List. Great ideas for your festive celebration.
• 2 sessions of Lucky Draw will be at 8:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• Social game for every participant :  You may win a special prize!
• Everyone will receive a bottle of Errazuriz Estate Series,
Chilean Red Wine!

Lucky Draw Prizes:

1st Prize:
Hotel Okura Macau Package includes Deluxe Room (one night's accommodation
with breakfast) and 2 roundtrip economy turbojet ferry tickets.
2nd Prize:
2011 Vina Echeverria Cabernet Sauvignon Reserva
(Double Magnum)
3rd Prize:
NV Moet & Chandon Imperial (Magnum)

Mark the date in your calendar; bring
your family and friends to attend our
largest Wine and Food Fair of the Year!

Entrance Fee: $180 per Member; 			
$250 per Member’s Guest
Each participant will receive $100 worth of coupons
for wine purchase at the Fair.
(Terms and conditions applied)

Enrolment form is available at Club Reception. For enquiry, please call 35118611 or email to wine@hkcc.org
November The Pinkun
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Connoisseur Recommendation

Connoisseur Recommendation

Nebbiolo is a difficult
grape varietal to master
(just like Pinot Noir); it
requires a long growing
season.

Triumviratum Barolo
Riserva Michele Chiarlo
2004
WE 94 pts

$888 per Bottle

The 2004 Barolo vintage is
one of the most hyped
vintages of the decade and
in a region where
outstanding years come
once or twice in ten, the
excitement is justified.

• Promotional period: November 2014
• Each Member (i.e. Membership Account) can purchase the maximum of 2 bottles.
If you want to place the order (while stocks last), please email to wine@hkcc.org as the confirmation.

Special Festive TAKEAWAY Wine Promotion
All collected from the Club

Buy 12 bottles of SAME Label, you will get an extra bottle!
Champagne and Sparkling

NV Taittinger Brut Reserve, Champagne, France
NV Chandon Brut, Australia
White Wine

130

2014 Sauvignon Blanc, HKCC, Marlborough, New Zealand

144

2011 Chardonnay, Kumeu River Estate, Auckland, New Zealand

188

2013 Sauvignon Blanc, Cloudy Bay, Marlborough, New Zealand
2012 Pouilly Fuisse, Louis Jadot, Bourgogne, France
Red Wine

198
298

2011 Shiraz, HKCC, Mclaren Vale, Australia

160

2007 Colinas Tinto, Bairrada, DOC Portugal

188

2012 Shiraz, Woodstock, Mclaren Vale, Australia
2013 Pinot Noir, Sherwood, Waipara Valley, New Zealand
For further enquiry or ordering, please email to wine@hkcc.org
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Wine Tasting Activities
• For Members and their guests aged 18 and above.
• 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
• FREE ADMISSION for all Tasting Events for the festive months of
November & December!
• Friday 7th November – SHERRY Tasting Evening
•
•
•
•
•

Tio Pepe - Fino - Palomino Muy Seco 5 years NV *WS88
Leonor - Palo Cortado - Palomino 12 years NV *RP89
Alfonso - Dry Oloroso Palomino 8 years NV
Nectar - PX - Pedro Ximenez 9 years NV *WS93
Solera 1847 - cream - Palomino,
Pedro Ximenez 8 years * WS89
• Del Duque-Amontillado-Palomino Muy Viejo
V.O.R.S 30 years NV

• Friday 21st November –
BUBBLE THEME Tasting Evening
• Moet & Chandon Imperial EOY Gift Box

• Moet & Chandon Rose Imperial with Gift Box
• Moet & Chandon Grand Vintage 2006

Beer Bucket Promotion
By Popular Demand
Gambler’s Gold Beer

• Champagne Cattier Brut

$27 / Bottle
$110 / Bucket of 5 Bottles

• Champagne Cattier Rose

• Champagne Cattier Blanc de Blancs
• Taittinger Brut Reserve

Cider Bucket Promotion

• Taittinger Nocturne

• Roger Goulart Brut Rose

• Friday 28th November –
MONTHLY HOME DELIVERY WINE
(December) Tasting Evening

Rekordelig
Passionfruit Cider
$50 / bottle (500ml)
$125/bucket of 3 Bottles

Monthly Cocktail Recommendation
The Elegant Match : Premium Gin with Premium Mixer
• No. 3 Gin
• Hendrick’s

• Ungava
• Gordon's Gin

• Tanqueray
• Bombay Sapphire

with Fever Tree Tonic Water /
Bitter Lemon is now available!

November The Pinkun
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Scotland’s 5 Major Whisky Regions
HIGHLAND

This is the largest region, characterized by a
rugged landscape – a little different because of
climate.
Generally the whiskies are well rounded and dry
with an air of smokiness about them.
It takes a “Freeman” to describe the style in
Highland.

SPEYSIDE
A region dominated by the River Spey and home
to half of Scotland’s distilleries.  In this region,
the aroma is very rich and varied.
The style can be divided into two types:
1)
2)

A light-bodied whisky with grassy feel
Elegance in complexity with rich caramel

CAMPBELTOWN
The town started to distill whisky in the 19th
century.
There were 28 distilleries before but now
reduced to 3.
The production of whiskies in these distilleries is
very low.
The style is between Speyside and Islay with
slight smokiness.

LOWLAND
Lowland whiskies have over 150 years of history.
The style of whiskies is lighter in nature. They
are wonderfully soft with fresh lemony grass
and white flower on the palate - an "energetic
child".

ISLAY
The sea is a big influence on the Islay malt flavours.
Being a small island off the west coast, sea spray
blows across the island. It gives Islay whiskies
a unique ‘Peat’ and powerful taste - "a wild and
strong man".

All whiskies below are available at
•Auchentoshan
•Balblair
•Benromach
•Glenmorangie
•Glenfarclas

•KaVan Lan
•Macallan
•Smokehead
•Springbank
•Tullibardine 228

Club’s Sommelier’s BOX
Our Club’s Sommelier will answer all your questions and enquires about Wine!
Please send a email to wine@hkcc.org, with your Membership No. and Name.
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HKCC Race Boxes 2014/2015
Enjoy Race Day at the Club's private race boxes.
For further details and booking, please contact Members Service Department on 3511 8678 or email: events@hkcc.org
Racing Fixture:

November
2 Nov
9 Nov
12 Nov
15 Nov
19 Nov
23 Nov
26 Nov
30 Nov

Sun
Sun
Wed
Sat
Wed
Sun
Wed
Sun

December
Sha Tin
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin

3 Dec

Wed

Happy Valley

7 Dec
10 Dec

Sun
Wed

Sha Tin
Happy Valley

14 Dec
17 Dec

Sun
Wed

Sha Tin (HKIR)
Happy Valley

20 Dec
28 Dec

Sat
Sun

Sha Tin
Sha Tin

• Ladies Purse Day on 9th November
• International Jockeys' Championship on
10th December
• Hong Kong International Race Day on
14th December

Apply for the Season Badge for HKCC Race Box to enjoy the advance booking privileges in 2014/2015 season.

Social Bridge Night
Social Bridge night on every Monday from 7:30 p.m.
in the Chater Tavern.
To enrol on the weekly email notification,
please contact:
Andrea Nye nye@netvigator.com
Kim Farbrace kimfarbrace@gmail.com
Ling cwling25@yahoo.com
As space is limited, please email your registration
early to avoid disappointment.

Please scan this QR Code for on-line booking or contact Club Reception for further information.

November The Pinkun
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Celebrate the festive season at the Club!
• Join the Club Function with your family and friends
• Your own private gathering in function suites or poolside
More information, as below, may help to plan your own Christmas and New Year Celebration.

C

hristmas & New Year's
Programme 2014

For programme details, please click on the
website http://hkcc.org/xmas-2014.aspx
or scan the QR code or check with
the Club Reception.

Celebrate your own party
Whether it is a corporate festival function or just a
personal family gathering, our Professional Marketing
& Events Team are happy to provide whatever you
need for your occasions.
Executive Chefs, Simon and Robert, will be delighted
to help you design your own menu to tailor to your
needs and preferences.
Club Sommelier, Steven Ma, will be more than happy
to help in recommending the wine pairing.
For enquiry, please contact our Marketing & Events
Department on 3511 8678 or email events@hkcc.org.
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Christmas

Gift Fair

Tuesday 18th November
10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Function Suites
Free Admission
For Members and Guests!
A wide variety of Gift Choices for Christmas.
Get Ready for Real Value Shopping.
To support the environment,
bring your own bag.
See you on the Day!

November The Pinkun
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Christmas Gift DIY Plant Jamming
Sunday 16th November
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
$360 per set

Come and make your own Christmas Gifts for your
friends and family.
including all materials, glass container, stones, soil,
plants, decoration-3pcs each set and tools. Extra
decorations can be purchased on the day. Children
must be accompanied by an adult.

Fun Science Camp
Monday 22nd & Tuesday 23rd December
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
$1,600 per Member;
$1,700 per Member's Guest (age 5-12)
Function Suites

Enjoy Fun Science Camps, the best educational
entertainment for children. Fun experiments and
daily topics allow children to live science each day.

Colouring Competition Butterflies

Children’s Fun Corner
Kids’ Funtime
Join the Dots and Colour
Winners:

Closing date: Monday 17th November
Entry Forms for this Competition are available at Reception or
scan the QR code to download
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Group 1

Group 2

Toby Chin
Florence Wilson

Anna Keys
John Chan
Sarah West

October Pinkun –
Colouring Competition Winner, “Halloween”
Alicia Chan

Social

Sundays in December (7th, 14th & 21st) - Enjoy with your children
7th December
Children's Christmas Party
Noon – 3.00 p.m.
Function Suites
$448 per person
$338 per child (age 3-12)
(Includes Buffet Lunch)
*
•
•
•

For the Children aged 3 to 12 (12.30 p.m. to 2.00 p.m.)
Decorate your own Gingerbread
Make your own Christmas Gift;
Take part in the *CTW LEGO* Christmas session (LEGO Robotics Basketball Shooting)

Parents have to submit a wrapped gift on or before 5th December (Friday),
to ensure Santa has sufficient time to pack it in his sack.

14th December
Family Festive Lunch Buffet with
"Science Show" by Fun Science
Noon – 3.00 p.m.
Function Suites
$268 per person
$178 per child (age 3-12)

Christmas Carols Express Buffet
5.45 p.m. – 7.45 p.m.
Poolside
6.00 p.m. – 8.00 p.m.
Function Suites
$160 per adult
$95 per child (age 3-12)

Christmas Carols by Candlelight
The CIS Concert Choir
7.15 p.m. – 8.00 p.m.
The Ground
Free Admission

21st December
Pre Christmas Celebration Greetings from Santa and
Movie Time
Santa Claus will drop by to say “Ho Ho Ho” to you!
The Great Santa Rescue
From Noon
Function Suites
$35 per Member
$45 per Member’s Guest
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Pictorial

Hairy Crab Wine Dinner
24th September 2014
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New Video Releases
Chasing Shadows (2014)
(4 U.K. ITV episodes)
Reece Shearsmith – recently
featured in “The Widower” – returns
as police officer DS Stone in two
intelligent and separate imaginative
dramas based on missing persons
and related crime situations. This TV
mini-series includes two stories: “Off Radar” and “Only
Connect”, each divided into two parts. Enthusiastic
viewers, impressed by the story lines and acting
performances, are hoping for further episodes to
follow!

The 1960 classic Hitchcock horror
film “”Psycho” forms the basis of
this drama. This study of the dark,
complicated character of Norman
Bates features the sinister house
where he lived, obsessed with his
protective relationship with his
mother, and the motel where the gruesome events
eventually took place.

The Honourable Woman (2014)
(TV series 8 x 60 minute episodes)

Draft Day (2014 )
(110 minutes)

H i g h l y re ga rd e d d ra m a s e r i e s
concerning a woman who
inherited her father’s armaments
business and became involved
in the Israel/Palestine conflict,
resulting in complex international
developments.

An engrossing look at American
Football and the day when the major
league teams in the U.S.A. and their
coaches select and draft players who
have graduated from their colleges
and are ready to enter the big wide
world of professional sport.

Maleficent (2014) (97 minutes)
A rather controversial “fairy tale”
which takes a new look at this type
of Disney entertainment and not all
stories need ideal happy endings.
Of course, wicked witches were
necessary to tell the tales of ‘Snow
White’ and ‘Hansel and Gretel’.
Here, Angelina Jolie plays her part ‘maleficently’
and there are enough surprises and stunning effects
to make this an entertaining show for children and
adults.

Still Life – A Three Pines Mystery
(2013 – Canadian TV film)
Drama of a mysterious woman
murdered in an East Quebec country
town.
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Bates Motel (2013) 1st TV series
(45 minute episodes)
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The story features Kevin Costner as coach Sonny
Weaver facing the problems and decisions required
on this vital day with plenty of story line, action and a
good deal of fun and humour, as well as politics and
influences of power behind the scenes.

The Mill (2013)
(10 x 24 minute episodes)
A cotton mill in 19th century England
is the background featuring the life
and conditions of working people
and their families. These are vividly
portrayed in this gritty drama of the
British industrial revolution.

GYM News

Davinia Ng recalls…
My ironman experience
- 70.3 Ironman Korea Gurye Triathlon - 4/10/2014
My name is Davinia;
I am one of the
Personal Training
staff and the Spin
Class Instructor at
HKCC.
Earlier this month,
I competed in my
first Half Ironman
Race and would
l i ke to s h a re my
experience.
The 70.3 Ironman Korea Gurye Triathlon is a regional
qualifying race for the world 70.3 mile Ironman series.
Gurye is located in the Southwest portion of Korea and
is easily accessible from Seoul, Busan and other major
cities.
We began with a 1.9km Swim in the clean, calm and
fresh waters of Jiri-san Lake, surrounded by the beauty
of the scenic Jiri-San National Park.

Had a great experience on the mostly flat, fast 90km
Bike Leg, taking in the Gurye region, passing Jirisan mountain, rice fields and the Sumhin-gang river.
Spectacular Mountain view, great temperature when the
sun comes up. Thanks to the village people for being so
supportive. I was calling "woohooo" each time I passed
them. They "woohoo’ed" me back louder each time
after.
The 21.1km Run Leg took athletes along the picturesque
Sumjin-gang river before heading into Gurye Stadium
where runners had to complete a lap of honour before
crossing the finish line.
During the run, it was pretty important for me to know
how many girls that I needed to chase or pass. Kept
talking to myself, "If you want it, GO get it! Keep the
pace!! No rush".
I was very close to the Gurye stadium - I started to sprint
to the finish line, no matter what!! Hahaa Yell out, "Yes,
made it wohoooo!" I'm so happy that I made it in 5hrs
43mins and in Sent from my iPhone.
Once in a life time! I have already accomplished my goal
in 2014. Looking forward to the next ones…

The race day was pretty chilly and, due to the thick fog,
the organizer announced that the swim leg would be
shortened to 1km. Then the organizer started to play
some music for us as our warm up. It was fun.
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South Island School Voluntary Practicum Week

Hoi Hang YU
Sports & Recreation Department

Charlie WALTON
Sports & Recreation Department

Coco NG
Western Kitchen

Tanya IYER
Western Kitchen

A Visit to Spanish Vineyards
by Jeffrey CHEUNG

I

t was an honour to be invited to take part in HKCC's 2014 winery trip, which
gave me a great exposure to the wine industry. HKCC had a powerful team
who were invited to visit one of the most remarkable wine making countries
- Spain.

We visited two regions - Rioja and Ribera del Duero. Rioja is a traditional wine
region which provides an old fashioned image to all wine lovers; it is a region
for the old school style. I was most impressed. The two wineries I visited
perfectly combined innovation and traditional wine making methods. It was
truly amazing. Ribera del Duero is another fabulous Spanish region, its wine
comes with uniqueness and elegance.
Other than wine tasting, the most important part of the trip was visiting
vineyards. Winemakers provided a lecture on viticulture and storage: how clay
and sandy soil helps the grapes, how American and French barrels can enhance
the wine flavour, how the packaging is carried out and how to match food and
wine.
A W i n e r y Tr i p i s a
wonderful opportunity to
explore our vision. It is a
great experience to receive a practical lecture. You should not
miss this chance if you are interested in wine - a trip providing
long lasting memories and I hope to return one day!
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Wine Education Tour – Marlborough, New Zealand
by Samantha Tai & Wesley Ng

T

hank you HKCC for offering us a unique opportunity to
visit a number of vineyards and wineries – a private tour
of one of the major wine-making regions in New Zealand.
Travelling through Southern Valleys, Wairau Valley and Awatere
Valley in the Marlborough region, we were given lessons on
climates and viniculture by chief winemakers and owners.
We were invited to taste many bottles and barrel samples of
Marlborough wine in seven days. This enabled us to gain a
thorough understanding and knowledge of wine.
The most remarkable experience was becoming part of a
winemaking team. We were picked up by our host at 6.00 a.m.
to watch spring frost control – from a helicopter!
It was a wonderful adventure, great fun and COLD !!!

Birth Congratulations
CONGRATULATIONS to Ground Manager
Joel Cheng and wife, Queenie, on the
the arrival of a second baby son, Boris,
on Wednesday 22nd October.
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Pet Help

Children SHOULD grow up with pets!
The most protective association was
seen in children who had a dog inside
at home for up to six hours a day,
compared with children who did not
have any dogs or who had dogs that
were always outside.
"We offer preliminary evidence that
dog ownership may be protective
against respiratory tract infections
during the first year of life," said the
study.

I

a m o f t e n a s ke d f o r a d v i c e
regarding how to cope with pets
once a new baby arrives. When is
a good time to get pets for children?
What diseases can my pet give to my
kids (or vice-versa)? What type of
pet is good to have around children,
especially living in apartments?
I think that all children should receive
the opportunity to grow up with
some sort of pet in the household
whether it be the traditional dog
or cat, or maybe a fish, hamster or
rabbit. Children can learn a lot about
life and death from living with a pet.
It also helps children respect other
living creatures. Research has shown
that those children who perform
cruel acts on animals are more likely
to grow up and perform abusive acts
towards their children or spouse.
Enough said!
I was particularly interested in this
article that appeared in the press.
‘Babies who spend time around pet
dogs have fewer ear infections and
respiratory ailments than those
whose homes are animal-free.
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The study, published in the US
journal, Paediatrics, did not say why
but suggested that being around a
dog that spends at least part of its
day outdoors may boost a child's
immune system in the first year of
life.
Cats, too, seemed to convey some
protection to babies, though the
effect observed was weaker than
with dogs.
The research was based on 397
children in Finland whose parents
m a d e d i a r y e nt r i e s e a c h w e e k
recording the state of their child's
health during the infant's first year,
from nine weeks to 52 weeks of age.
Overall, babies in homes with
cats or dogs were about 30% less
likely to have respiratory infectious
symptoms, which included cough,
wheezing, rhinitis (stuffy or runny
nose) and fever, and about half as
likely to get ear infections.
"If children had dog or cat contacts
at home, they were significantly
healthier during the study period,"
said the study led by experts at
Kuopio University Hospital in Finland.

"We s p ec u l a te th a t a n i ma l
contacts could help to mature the
immunologic system, leading to more
composed immunologic response
and shorter duration of infections."
The improvement was significant,
even after researchers ruled out
other factors that could boost
infection risk, such as not having
been breastfed, attending day care,
being raised by smokers or parents
with asthma, or having older siblings
in the household.
In addition to having less frequent
e a r i n fe c t i o n s a n d r e s p i r a to r y
infections, babies near dogs tended
to need fewer courses of antibiotics
compared with those who were
reared in pet-free households, it said.
Previous research has shown
conflicting results, with some studies
finding no benefit for young children
being around furry pets and others
finding that animal contact appears
to offer some protection against
colds and stomach ailments.
The study authors said their research
dif fers from previous analyses
because it focuses solely on the first
postnatal year and does not include
older children.’

Pet Help

Children who are not afraid of animals, but have a respect for them, get more enjoyment from pets than any other toy
you could possibly buy! Their faces light up when they see them and they are a great thing to try to crawl to. As they
get older they can have active roles in caring for the pet- cleaning up after them, feeding them, brushing them and
walking them. This helps to teach a sense of responsibility and nurture.
Don’t think that because you live in Hong Kong you should not have a pet for your family. You will be surprised how
much fun it is for them. My young daughter spends all her time in the apartment with a cat and a dog following her
everywhere - they are all surviving very well!

Dr Lloyd Kenda

BSc(Psych) BSc(VetBiol) BVMS(Hons)
MRCVS MACVSc(SASurgery)

Valley Veterinary Centre
G/F 15 Yuen Yuen Street
Happy Valley
Hong Kong
25752389
www.valleyvetcentre.com.hk
info@valleyvetcentre.com.hk
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That's History

Women's Cricket at HKCC

Women’s Cricket Match, December 1924
“ A match of unusual sporting as well as social interest
was played yesterday afternoon on the Hong Kong
Cricket Club’s Ground when a team of twelve male
cricketers captained by the Hon. Sir Claud Severn met a
like number of lady willow wielders under the captaincy
of Mrs. E.B. Reed.
The game officially ended in a draw but it safe to say that
the honours of the afternoon were overwhelmingly with
the ladies who scored 191, whereas the mere men, with
only one more wicket to fall, had made no more than
131 and were only saved from ignominious defeat by
the fact that stumps had to be drawn at 4.15. Moreover,
as one of the rules of the game was that each man had
to retire on compiling 20, there was no possibility of the
men avoiding a beating but for the time limit.”

Reported in the May 2001 Pinkun –
“A Celebration of Cricket”
“History was made once again, 77 years after the last
ladies’ cricket match at HKCC.
As a result of an overwhelming response by Club ladies,
there were enough players to field two ladies teams, aptly
named Willow Wielders One and Willow Wielders Two.
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A well fought match saw the WW1 winning the match
with 97 to the WW2 on 73.
A Select Twelve then played a men’s team, closing the
Festival of Cricket celebrating HKCC’s 150th Anniversary.
Along with some great batting performances and 68
extras from the men, our final total was 179. Following
a slight adjustment to the method of scoring, the men
went in to bat and were outstanding in their execution
of the deliveries from the girls. Natasha Miles was one
of the best bowlers and played in a mature and keen
manner. It was, however, well loaded by way of the
modified rules and scoring and the final total they made
was 120 runs, giving the Select Twelve Ladies Team a
victory and spurring us on to want to play more.”

